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WELCOME
ELCOME BREEDERS, FARMERS, AND
FRIENDS OF WAGYU.
One year has passed, and for the second time it
is my honour to welcome you on behalf of the
Certified Wagyu Breeders of South Africa for our 2nd Elite Wagyu
Sale.
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Before I continue, I would like to say thank you to all of you who
have supported our Inaugural Certified Wagyu Breeders Sale in
2017. What an exceptional event it was. We hope to replicate and
present a better offering on 21st September 2018.
This first year, brought Certified Wagyu Breeders numerous
challenges. Thanks goes out to so many who supported us. We
invite you to stop and celebrate with us, at our viewing on the 20th
of September 2018 and the 2nd Elite Wagyu Sale presented by the
Certified Wagyu Breeders of South Africa on the 21st September
2018. Be sure to get here early and join us for all of the Thursday’s
and Friday’s events. This is an event for you, the Wagyu breeders
and enthusiasts.
In the news;
• Certified Wagyu Breeders is making history by presenting the first
“Elite Full-blood Wagyu Sale” in South Africa. The offering on
the live-auction will all be full-blood animals. One exception, the
exceptional purebred “Poll-Calf-In-Eutero”.
• We have a new team member, eButhlanti Wagyu. Frans, we
welcome you and your enthusiasm is already spreading to the
other breeders.
• We plan the Certified Wagyu Breeders Genepool Sale next
year. We aim to provide an outlet for all the breeders that have
invested in our genetics. Therefore, in line with our mission - “to
produce genetics for commercial cattlemen that will help them
raise better calves that make them more money.”
Last year many people attended, and the excitement about Wagyu
could be felt in the air. Participants came from all over the country,
including a few individuals from outside South Africa. Wagyu
enthusiasm is brewing and this could be seen at the accompanying
event of last year’s Annual General Meeting in Stellenbosch.
This year we have enjoyed the growing interest in this quality breed
of cattle, and we are excited about the growth in the industry. I
hope that you will all be enjoying the hospitality, convenience and
luxury of the facilities around the Atterbury Theatre in Pretoria.
If we have not met be sure to look me up at the sale as I always
enjoy meeting fellow Wagyu enthusiasts. I hope you will find what
you are looking for on our offering.
Should you have any queries or questions before the sale do not
hesitate to contact myself or any of the dedicated South African
Certified Wagyu Breeders.
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QUE HORNERY
BAR H GRAZING

ESTABLISHED IN 1991
BAR H GRAZING IS
ONE OF THE OLDEST
WAGYU PRODUCERS
IN AUSTRALIA.
Beginning with a Bos Indicus cross herd
Percy Hornery and family focused on
producing better beef, leading them to
Wagyu. With minimal genetic options,
Artificial Insemination (AI) was the only
way to source the best genetics. For the
first 12 years Bar H used AI to establish
their Wagyu herd, building each year to
breed an entire Wagyu herd by 1996 and
producing their first Wagyu Bulls in 1998.

Only sires with sound confirmation, fertility,
proven growth and high carcass data
are used to ensure they meet their high
standards.
‘River Lea’ is 20,000 acres of predominantly
Buffel Grass pasture with areas of
developed river flats on the banks of

Now located at ‘River Lea’ in the heart
of Central Queensland, Australia’s prime
grass growing beef region, the Bar H herd
currently consists of over 1,600 breeding
females ranging from F1 right through
to Full Bloods. Production remains to be
focused on producing better beef, with
selected Full Blood and Purebred genetics
developed to create an article suitable to
the harsh north Australian climate.
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the Nogoa and Mackenzie Rivers. Cattle
graze on nutrient rich grass, are free from
any hormone growth promotions and
managed using low stress stock handling
principles. This combination of sound
land management, attention to animal
wellbeing, and the family’s vast knowledge
of genetics has resulted in the consistent

QUE’S PURSUIT
OF CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT IS NOT
ONLY TO ADVANCE
HIS OWN CAPABILITY,
PROFITABILITY AND
SUSTAINABILITY, BUT
THAT OF THE INDUSTRY.

production of quality beef and Bar H
Grazing’s elite breeding status.
Que Hornery is a second-generation Wagyu
producer and has dedicated his life to the
Wagyu breed. His knowledge of Wagyu
genetics is renowned within the Australian
industry and he builds on this by studying
pedigrees, probabilities and performance.
As the owner manager of Bar H, Que
leaves nothing to chance; believing data is
key he has captured and analysed detailed
records of his herd for decades.
Every animal in Bar H is DNA tested and
parent verified allowing for the accurate
analysis of genetic performance from the
individual to the herd. His embracing of
technology allows Que to further fine
tune his decision making, often verifying
what he knows instinctively. With help
from the skilled team he employs, Que
also investigates environmental, nutritional
and social factors impacting animal
performance.
He is a perfectionist, setting a high

standard for himself, his team and his
product, leaving no stone unturned in his
decision making.
Que’s pursuit of continuous improvement
is not only to advance his own capability,
profitability and sustainability, but that of
the industry. He is on a mission to develop
the Wagyu breed to achieve the highest
consistent quality beef and will openly
share with his clients the valuable data
collected from Bar H genetics, encouraging
them to do the same for the betterment
of all. He is a mentor to his clients and
those entering into Wagyu, taking great
satisfaction in helping them grow in the
breed even if it’s not with Bar H genetics.
It’s not what he does but why he does it,
with the sustainable success of the unique
product being the driving force behind his
motivation.
With his team firmly in place at ‘River Lea’
Que hopes to expand his capacity to offer
support to other producers, as he truly lives
and breathes the Bar H Grazing dictum
‘Believe in the Breed’.
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FLYING FOR FREEDOM
RHINO GUARDIAN ACTION
N 2017 THE WAGYU BREEDERS
ASSOCIATION CONTRIBUTED
AN OX TO THE STOP RHINO
POACHING CAMPAIGN
IN THE GREATER KRUGER
ENVIRONMENTAL MISSION
AREA.
The Wagyu Ox fetched R75,000
that was applied flying air
missions to protect Rhino and apprehend
Rhino poachers. Fixed wing missions
where executed by the Southern African
Wildlife College Air Wing and helicopter
missions was flown by Flying for Freedom
South Africa.
It is common knowledge that South
Africa is losing Rhinos every day at an
alarming rate despite a multi-million Rand
effort to stop the carnage over the past
6 years. The Wagyu Breeders Association
will be thrilled to know that what would
seem like a modest contribution was very
well applied, and in fact saved Rhinos.
The direct donation with no strings
attached could be directly spent on
counter-poaching air-operations without
administrative cost. The direct funding also

inspired our air capability suppliers
to fly at half price.
Effect of the air operations
executed was excellent value for
money. In the area affected by
Rhino Poachers that was selected
for air intervention operations
were extremely effective with at
least an 80% apprehension rate.
With the fixed-wing aircraft alone; In 2017
almost 900 hours was flow, 43 carcasses
found, 2 orphans saved, and 5 wounded
rhino found in time for attention. In 2018
until 23 June over 400 hours was flow,
16 carcasses found, 1 orphan saved,
and 3 wounded rhino found in time for
attention.

BRIAN ANGUS, OTCH OTTO AND LESOLE
MOGOROSSI, THE BUYER OF THE 2017 “CHARITY”
CARCASS. THE CARCASS WAS SOLD FOR R75 000.

Thank you.
This year the Wagyu funding will go
to Flying for Freedom South Africa
NPC for continued poacher detection,
neutralisation and deterrent actions.

The decrease in poaching effort is
significant where we keep to the sky.
The seemingly strange Wagyu / Rhino
association is inspiring as we both work
with a very special animal and high value
asset that we adore. The continued
support to Rhino counter-poaching in
2018 is appreciated most by the beasts in
the bush that cannot shoot or vote.
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JOU OPLOSSING VIR VOLHOUBARE BOERDERY
Aangeplante weidings speel ŉ belangrike rol in die grootmaak van jong diere op ŉ ekonomiese wyse. Dit is ook baie relevant tot die Wagyu ras om diere op gewig te kry vanaf ŉ vroeë
speen stadium vir dekking, of met die oog op afronding in die voerkraal.
Daar is ŉ noue korrelasie tussen winsgewendheid van enige veeboerdery en die vermoë om
hoë kwaliteit voer op jou eie plaas te kan produseer. Met die regte voervloeibeplanning kan
ŉ positiewe groeikurwe gehandhaaf word reg deur die jaar, selfs in ŉ droëland stelsel.
Barenbrug se wye produkreeks van weidingsgewasse is jou antwoord tot volhoubare voerproduksie op jou plaas, kontak gerus jou Barenbrug area verteenwoordiger vir ŉ oplossing
vir jou boerdery.

Die antwoord tot Weidingsekerheid!
Hoofkantoor: 021 979 1303 • www.barenbrug.co.za
Loubser: 071 604 5965 - Jaco: 082 940 8383 - Ivan: 082 301 5934 • Wes-Kaap
Nico: 082 629 1086 • Suid-Kaap | Wicus: 072 108 7033 • Vrystaat, Noord-Kaap
Murray: 071 164 6496 • Noord-Wes, Limpopo | Douw: 082 826 8222 • Mpumalanga, Gauteng
Steve: 082 839 9837 - Rob: 082 922 7163 • KwaZulu-Natal | Leon: 072 700 8519 • Oos-Kaap

Dr Roger Hunsley, the world renown cattle
scientist and cattle judge whom wrote a
popular cattle judging handbook that is
still used around the world today, put it
succinctly when he told the audience at
the Aldam Stockman’s school in South
Africa and Zimbabwe that in the next
10 years DNA testing for economically
important traits such as feed efficiency,
fertility and maternal traits using scientific
tools such as genomics will soon become
another important tool in the selection
criteria. Weighing and measuring will
always be important. Visual appraisal will
and should always stay important but
structurally correct animals should over
time become the norm.

HOW MUCH CAN
YOU AFFORD TO PAY
FOR A GOOD BULL?
BY DR. MICHAEL BRADFIELD
CEO SA WAGYU SOCIETY
N OLD SCHOOL
FRIEND RECENTLY
CALLED ME AND
ASKED IF I COULD
FIND HIM A CHEAP
BREEDING BULL.
MY REPLY WAS THAT A CHEAP BULL
WOULD BE THE MOST EXPENSIVE
PURCHASE THAT HE WILL EVER MAKE.
The simple fact is that within 3 generations
your commercial herd is simply a reflection
of the bulls that you have purchased
from your stud producer. Whilst your
bulls only make up 3-5% of your herd
they are responsible for 50% of your
genetics in the first generation (see my
Landbouweekblad article of the 24th
April 2015). The progeny of a cheap bull
with poor performance will remain in
your herd forever. Bull buying is, and must
be, considered a long term investment.
There are also in my opinion commercial
producers whom pay far too much for a
bull and will never see the results of their
financial investment.
In this bull buying season the question
is often asked around the braai of what
a reasonable price is to pay for a good
commercial bull.
At the same time we need to take the
“smoke and mirrors” out of the equation
when it comes to bull buying. I grew up
on a small family farm in the Jamestown
district and I would often watch my late
dad buy a bull or ram on a sale or private
treaty and the battle was often between
my dad and the seller trying to extract
the most value. More often than not ego

played a bigger role than the true value of
the animal and the battle would usually
drive up the price.
Few producers work out the financial
value of the purchase i.e.; what was the
animals genetic worth in financial terms.
Many times there is simply no correlation
between the financial value of the progeny
and the bull that is being purchased. Many
bulls are still sold on feed alone i.e. the
fatter the condition of the animal the more
you are expected to pay.
Readers of my articles in Landbouweekblad
should by now know that most scientific
animal breeding practitioners can prove
that there is often little correlation
between the visual appraisal of the animal
and its breeding value i.e. the performance
of the progeny in terms of economic value.
Structural soundness is very important
but often this is the only criteria used for
selection and little attention is paid to traits
of economic importance such as calving
percentage, feed efficiency, maternal
ability, carcass quality and slaughter out
percentage. Many of the structural traits
can also be objectively measured and these
include muscling (using ultrasound), sheath
(use a score) and feet and legs (also using
a scoring system).
When it comes to fertility the bull carries
as much genetic potential as the cow to
produce fertile daughters but the bulls
impact on the herd is far greater than
simply culling a non-pregnant cow. It is
the reason why we should import “fertility
genetics” into our herds rather than simply
just culling non pregnant cows.

I also strongly support the statement
by Martin Seyfferdt, head of the South
African Interbreed Judges Committee,
whom has publicly stated that when
purchasing bulls first rank them on
performance i.e. performance using
genetic values based on objective
parameters and then select those that
remain on phenotype and structure. Both
these men have spent many hours in
kraals objectively assessing animals but
understand that times change and that our
commercial producers need to change as
well.
Importance of buying bulls with good
performance EBV’s
A Wagyu F1 ox will be slaughtered at
approximately three years of age. Feed
costs will be approximately R20 000 per
animal over its lifetime, and you can
realistically expect between R35 000- R40
000 for a 350kg the carcass (about R100
per kilogram). However, if an animal does
not have the desired marbling score it will
not provide the required eating experience
(the correlation between marbling and
eating experience is high). In this case you,
or the feedlot that you supply would have
fed the animal for over a year, at great
cost and it will not receive the premium. It
is for this reason that you must purchase
bulls on Estimated Breeding Values (EBV’s)
or at the very least ensure that they come
from Sire or dam lines with good EBV’s,
especially for marbling. EBVS, together
with genomic predictions, are the best
estimate of the genetic value of an animal
that modern science can provide.
So what is a good bull worth?
The “old school rule of thumb” for cattle
is to pay about 5-7 times the value of a
fattened cow or about 8 times the value
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of a weaner feedlot calf. These are
common measures used to determine the
value of a bull but there are even more
important factors to take into account for
Wagyu. Firstly, a Wagyu weaner should
attract a premium of at least 30-40%
(depending on the mother breed). The
appropriate way to price a bull would be to
then value a bull as a long term investment
in the cow herd. Whilst, as mentioned
before, bulls are only 3-5% of the herd,
the animals coming into the herd on an
annual basis is what is important. Wagyu
bulls are extremely prolific and many mate
one to 70 or even 80 cows with a single
bull. However, lets be conservative and
assume that it takes 40 commercial cows
to produce F1 commercial Wagyu calves,
at an investment of R15 000 per cow. This
then equates to R600 000. If you divide
this by a life span of eight years (Wagyu
bulls last at least 8 -10 year) it equates
to approximately R75 000 per annum. If
you are getting double the carcass price
for the progeny, but subtract the variable
costs such as feed, then the price becomes
over R100 000 for a commercial Wagyu
bul. What must then also be brought into
the calculation is the sale value of the
bull after the five year period. A purebred
or Fullblood Wagyu should have a good
marble score and will itself be worth
between R30 000 to R40 000. In my
opinion, a Commercial Wagyu bull should
thus cost well over R120 000. Over a five
year period this costs R24 000 per annum.
In relative terms to the cow herd that is
providing 50% of the genetics the bull at
that price is thus a bargain.
A very good website on beef cattle
decision aids, including a freely availably
excel spreadsheet on pricing a bull is
also provided by economist Emeritus
Professor James McGrann from Texas
A&M university. His spreadsheet provides
a detailed costing of what you should pay
given different production systems and
includes information such as the upfront
investment, depreciation, interest, feeding
costs, veterinary costs, salvage costs and
how the weaner price influences your
purchasing decision (http://agecoext.tamu.
edu/ ).
The conclusions from his work is twofold,
firstly, you can drastically change the bull
cost per weaned calf, and cost per carcass
weight of a calf weaned by purchasing
the correct genetics as will be explained
below. If a bull breeds more daughters
with good growth and marbling, and

sires more calves than expected, the cost
also changes drastically. Secondly, the
productive life of the bull, the number of
cows that the bull services and the number
of calves actually sired by the bull can
also quickly make an investment wise or
otherwise.
In Wagyu bulls are not yet going for high
prices and I believe that now is the time
that commercial producers can buy a
bargain. Given the additional genetic merit
that can be obtained if you understand the
value of genetic improvement then this is
the ideal time to be buying your bulls for a
good capital investment.
Questions to ask when purchasing
your bull
My first advice would be to establish a
good relationship with your stud producer,
and don’t change whom you buy bulls
from year to year. Also don’t go on
reputation alone. The stud industry of all
the agriculture industries is often filled
with smoke and mirrors and have many
mixed messages and it is little wonder that
commercial buyers are often left confused
and disillusioned.
Much like choosing a dentist or doctor I
would ensure that your stud producer has
a reputation for honesty and integrity. For
example, do they, within reason, replace
bulls that you are not happy with. Do
they also keep up with modern scientific
techniques and provide you with decent
technical information. Do they understand
the production system that a particular
bull should be used in and do they do
accurate recording of their animals. Is there
a decent after sales service and do they
follow up how the bulls are doing on your
farm? It’s however very much a two way
street, if you as a commercial buyer are
a chancer, don’t expect any favours from
your stud producer in future sales and Stud
producers should also be prepared to let
you go as a client.
If a bull is bought at a sale it is very
important that you do your homework
beforehand and look up the performance
information of the animal and his Sire
line. You should also know whom the
animals mother and father is and whether
the bull that you are interested in comes
out of high marbling/growth male and
female lines. If you are a large commercial
producer it will be better to purchase
a team of bulls directly from a Stud
producer. The modern stud breeding cattle

industry is becoming similar to the chicken
and dairy industries where producers will
provide you with a team of bulls, often
sight unseen; if they have your financial
benefit at heart and have the integrity to
deliver your requirements on an annual
basis. You may even wish to do what large
numbers of international clients now do
and that is to rent bulls or purchase your
bulls at once and have them delivered over
a period of time.
Physical and Semen Evaluation
If the bull you are considering buying is
24 months or older ask for a physical and
semen examination. This can be done by
the local veterinarian and will increase
your confidence that the bull will be able
to settle cows. The old adage here applies,
that a cheap untested bull would be the
most expensive purchase that he will ever
make if there are no calves.
Take home message
• Producers should not get stuck in
thinking about the cost of the bull or the
bull as an expense. Instead think of it as a
long term investment
• Follow a balanced approach when
buying a bull. This includes his genetics
for the future marbling, growth, milk
and retail yield of his daughters (select
a bull from male and female lines with
good indexes) and ensure that the bull is
structurally correct.
• The productive life of the bull, the
number of cows that bull services and
the number of calves actually sired by the
bull can quickly make an investment wise
or otherwise. Wagyu has high fecundity
and can be used for long periods of time
making it even more imporatnt to use the
correct genetics.
• You can obviously and drastically change
the bull cost per weaned calf, and cost
per marbling percentage, carcass weight
of a calf weaned by purchasing the
correct genetics, especially if a bull breeds
daughter’s with good marbling.
• The market has not yet worked out
the value of Wagyu weaners and the
premiums realized. I believe that now is
the time that commercial producers can
buy a bargain.

(THIS IS AN EDITED VERSION OF AN ARTICLE THAT
WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN THE 9 OCTOBER 2017
EDITION OF LANDBOUWEEKBLAD)
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shared, distributed ledger technology may
be the solution for which players in the
food system have been searching. With
this new technol-ogy, called blockchain,
participants in the food supply chain (and
eventually, perhaps consumers) can have
access to information regarding the origin
and transaction history of food products.
Brigid McDermott, vice president of
blockchain business development at IBM,
explains that blockchain-based solutions,
such as the IBM Blockchain Platform,
have the ability to connect supply chain
participants with a shared view of their
transaction history. In the food system,
a blockchain could be used to record
everything that happens to an individual
or group of food products. By recording
information such as farm origination
details, batch numbers, processing data,
expiration dates and shipping details
on blockchain, McDermott says it may
become possible to verify the history,
location and status of a food product.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
AND THE GLOBAL FOOD
SUPPLY CHAIN
BY JESSIE TOPP-BECKER NEBRASKA CATTLEMAN ASSISTANT EDITOR
HE WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION
ESTIMATES THAT 1
IN 10 PEOPLE, OR
NEARLY 600 MILLION,
FALL ILL EVERY YEAR
DUE TO CONSUMING
CONTAMINATED FOOD.
In the last two decades, major recalls
involving spinach, peanut butter,
cucumbers and papayas, just to name
a few, resulted in thousands of people
becoming ill and lost revenue for farmers,
retailers and others.
The global food supply chain is complex
and involves a variety of players – growers,

processors, distributors, suppliers, retailers
and regulators. Each of these plays a
unique and vital role in the food system,
and each player has a stake in ensuring
food is safe for consumption. However,
during a food scare event, it can be
difficult to validate where food is grown,
handled, stored and inspected. In fact, in
many cases, it can take several weeks to
identify the exact source of contamination,
which often leads to more illness, reduced
revenue and unnecessary food waste.
While finding a viable traceability solution
has been a priority for many in the food
system, a solution that works for all the
players in the supply chain has not yet
been identified. The introduction of a

Today, companies along the supply chain
don’t usually share their records with all
the other players. In fact, Mc-Dermott
explains that most are only required to
share their records “one up, one down.”
Blockchain technology can be used to
connect all supply chain players and give
them a shared view of their transaction
history. In cases of a foodborne illness
outbreak, this infor-mation would enable
them to quickly identify the source of the
outbreak, which could reduce illness
and waste.
IBM and Walmart were the first to explore
the use of blockchain in the food system;
the duo announced their collaboration in
late 2016. Since the announcement, they
have successfully completed two pilots –
one with mangoes from Mexico and one
with pork from China.
In the first pilot, the companies worked
to identify where a package of sliced
mangoes originated. Using Walmart’s
standard processes, it took the company 6
days, 18 hours and 26 minutes to identify
the mangoes’ point of origin. Using the
blockchain solution, it took two seconds to
identify the mangoes’ point of origin, cold
storage and processing facility, distribution
center and retailer.
“We had the complete traceabil-ity,
whereas, in their week of looking through
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documents, [Walmart]
had only the first
point,” McDermott
ex-plains. “It became
clear to a number of
us on the IBM and
Walmart side that
blockchain and food
safety were actually a
really good mix.”
In August 2017, 10
companies – Dole, Driscoll’s,
Golden State Foods, Kroger,
McCormick and Company, McLane
Company, Nestlé, Tyson Foods, Unilever
and Walmart – announced they would
join with IBM to further investigate the use
of blockchain in the food sector.
“They’re all thought leaders and they are
all very passionate about food safety and
are looking at what we can do from an
industry perspective to really help make
the food system safer for consum-ers,”
McDermott says.
She adds that blockchain solves a
critical gap that has prevented any other
traceability solution from working in the
food system – trust. “This is an area where
people were more excited than usual to
collaborate and where a lot of investment
has been done, but there’s never been any
real traction with any traceability solution
because you weren’t able to get over that
trust issue.”
While McDermott feels confident that
blockchain solves the gap related to trust,
some players along the supply chain have
expressed concerns related to privacy and
data ownership. Although McDermott
understands the concerns, she explains
that, with blockchain, there is no set
approach to governing data ownership.
The way IBM approaches it, “if you upload
data into the blockchain, it’s your data and
you own it.”
In its current form, individuals entering
information in the blockchain have
complete control over what they enter and
who can see it. “What blockchain does is
provide you with the trust and confidence
that the data is under your control and it
provides your partners, the people you’re
sharing that data with, that the data is

“THEY’RE ALL THOUGHT
LEADERS AND THEY ARE
ALL VERY PASSIONATE
ABOUT FOOD SAFETY
AND ARE LOOKING
AT WHAT WE CAN DO
FROM AN INDUSTRY
PERSPECTIVE TO REALLY
HELP MAKE THE FOOD
SYSTEM SAFER FOR
CONSUMERS”
trusted, immutable and comes from you;
all of these things that make it work,”
she says. Once data is entered in the
blockchain, it is never changed or erased;
however, it can be updated.

In order for blockchain to
be a success in the food
system, McDermott says
it is critical that the
technology provides
value to every segment
of the supply chain.
“Making sure that the
solution takes that into
account and provides
value to all of them is critical
in making sure that the system
is able to provide that
kind of real-time visibility or
traceability, transparency across the
ecosystem.”
While every segment should see value
in the solution, each segment will have
different value drivers. Identifying these
drivers is critical to drive the adoption of
blockchain. “How do we make sure this
isn’t something people feel forced to do,
but realize that there’s real benefit for
everyone to do it?”
IBM first used blockchain for its global
finance business in 2016; today,
blockchains are used in a variety of
sectors, including education, insurance
and medical services.
Agribusinesses have also found ways
to use the technology. Most recently, in
January 2018, Louis Dreyfus Co., one of
the world’s largest ag commodity traders,
used a blockchain platform to sell U.S.
soybeans to a processor in China.

The goal with blockchain is to allow
participants to “work more constructively
with their business partners on the
transaction – the farmer to the processor
to the importer to the cold storage
facility to the distributor to the retailer,”
McDermott explains. Each participant has
the power to control what information
they make available to the other
participants, and they might share different
information with each of the other
participants along the supply chain.

While there is a great deal of excitement surrounding this new technology,
McDermott says it is imperative that
blockchain is used wisely. “You have to
be careful when a new technology, like
blockchain, comes out that you don’t
think about it as a hammer looking for
a nail. The important thing is to find it
a place where blockchain is solving the
most important problem, not just using
blockchain for something.”

“We think sharing this information is
going to make the supply chain work
more efficiently, so that will be additional
incentive for folks to put in not all their
information, but all the information that
helps their business partners work more
effectively,” she says.

McDermott is confident that blockchain
can help the food system in the area of
traceability and food safety. “What we’re
doing is making the food system safer, but
we’re also making it more cost-effective
to provide that safety – everyone wins in
that case.”
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PREVENTATIVE MEDICINE –
PRE-MATING CHECK-UPS
BY DR. DAVE MIDGLEY
TEVEN COVEY,
AUTHOR OF “THE 7
HABITS OF HIGHLY
EFFECTIVE PEOPLE”,
SAYS THAT WE
SHOULD: “BEGIN WITH
THE END IN MIND”!
Extensive beef farming is all about getting
more calves and getting better calves.
Quality and quantity is what matters.
Our previous article stated the desirability
of bulls with larger testes. Bulls with larger

testes produce heifer calves with bigger
ovaries, which in return produce more
hormones.
These heifers grow out better because they
have more natural hormones, they reach
puberty earlier in life, start cycling earlier
in the breeding season, conceive earlier
and calve down early in the calving season.
The net effect of this is a longer “recovery
period” before the next breeding, leading
to better reconception rates in first time
calving cows, which they also tend to
do throughout their productive lifetime.
Selecting bulls with larger testicles

therefore leads to increased fertility in their
offspring. Four management procedures or
processes that we should follow in order to
increase productivity of beef cattle, apart
from bull selection are:
Manage and feed heifer calves to come
into production as early as possible. The
optimal age for first breeding seems to
be around 15 months of age so that they
calve down as two year olds.
In spite of varying rainfall patterns and
therefore varying available grazing, game
species tend to lamb and calve down in
synchronisation with nature. Why not
attempt to do this with your cattle as well?
Once the ideal or optimal breeding season
is established, we must manage and
supplement feed in order to get the cows
to calve down early in the calving season.
In order for this to happen, we must
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BEEF FAT 33+
uppe marketing A18252/WJ

YOUR CATTLE AND YOUR PROFIT
GROW TOGETHER!
With specifically formulated protein concentrate, Beef Fat 33+, it’s not only your
beef cattle that will be showing off their bulging muscles and increase in mass ...
your pocket will be bulging with the extra profit as well.

R

Results in the most
economical beef cattle
finishing with the lowest
cost per kg mass increase.

Counteracts feeding disorders
and coccidiosis.

Stimulates feed conversion
and growth rates as a result
of the growth enhancer.

Ensures maximum profit.

PROTEIN
CONCENTRATE

For more information about Molatek’s specific feeds and services, contact:
RCL FOODS: www.rclfoods.com
MOLATEK: +27(0)13 791-1036 | www.molatek.co.za
Beef Fat 33+ (V17357) (Act 36 of 1947)

strive to shorten the intercalving period
to as close as possible to 365 days. This is
where pre-mating check-ups come in – by
handling the uteruses and ovaries cows are
stimulated to cycle. Possible infections, as
well as cysts which often develop on the
ovaries, can be treated.
A good record-keeping system helps us to
identify unproductive and less productive
animals earlier. These should be culled and
be replaced by productive animals. Get
rid of unproductive animals as soon as
possible!
Shorten your breeding season – if bulls
are left with the cows all year round, calves
are being born all the time, making very
difficult to admin- ister vaccinations and
carry out other management procedures
at the right times. A short breeding
season leads to a longer open period post
calv- ing, during which the cows can start
cycling, thereby “cleaning up” the uterus
post calving and prior to the next breeding
cycle. This also gives us the opportunity
to vaccinate the “open cows” with live
vaccines, which in many cases give a better
immu- nity than dead vaccines. Calves
born earlier in the calving season grow out
better and tend to be heavier at weaning, which means improved quality and
increased profits!
The longer the calving season, the bigger
the age difference between the oldest and
the youngest calf. This can have a marked
influence on selection, especially if only
phenotype is considered.

With a 90 day, or 3 month, calving
season and an ADG of 800g, the weight
difference between the oldest and
youngest calf can be as much as 72 kg
based on date of birth alone!
All calves are usually weaned on one day.
Why then not just select the heaviest
calves at weaning time? Growth traits:
The traditional method for selecting
replacement heifers is to pick the big ones
at weaning. Traditional selection is simple
and is not necessarily all bad. If growth is
needed, selection on size will provide it.
The bigger heifers are generally older, and
thus selection is the offspring of the earlier
calving cows. It also may (or may not)
select heifers of cows that produce more
milk. Heavier and older heifers are more
likely to cycle and breed early and be well
on their way to having acceptable lifetime
performance.
However, there are problems with the
traditional method of selection. Some of
the heaviest heifers at weaning may be
fat and offer the potential of poor milk
production over their lifetime due to fat
deposits in the udder. Some big heifers
are growing fast due to an endocrine
imbalance and are less fertile at breeding.
The biggest problem with traditional heifer
selection is “frame creep”. This is the
gradual increase in mature cow size over
time resulting from the use of larger frame
bulls and retention of their daughters. The
larger, higher maintenance dams may be
too big for the feed resources. If nutrition

does not change, these cows may suffer
when it comes to reproduction.
Selecting heifers for heavier actual weight
will generally result in a more uniform
group capable of reaching pubertal
weight at about the same time. As long
as their sires and grandsires are not too
big, there is little danger that selecting the
larger heifers will cause significant “frame
creep”. Be careful not to mistake frame
for weight. “Framey heifers” with below
average body condition may be “hard
keepers” later in life.
Growth is an important trait in heifer
selection, but there are other important
traits which we should also take into
consideration.
Frame size: Frame size will probably not
be a major consideration if appro- priate
mature size was part of the sire selection
program. However, monitoring of frame
score and mature cow size is advisable to
prevent “frame creep”.
Yearling weights are a more accurate
predictor of growth potential than
weaning weights. Yearling hip heights are
more accurate for predicting mature size
than weaning hip height. Heifers with
the highest yearling weights tend to be
the largest framed. Maximum acceptable
frame scores may need to be established
to match cow size with feed resources.

dave.midgley@vodamail.co.za
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VOEDINGSRIGLYNE VIR OPTIMALE MARMERING
DR CONRAD COETZER (TEGNIESE DIREKTEUR BY WILDSWINKEL VOERE)

AAR KOM 4 TIPES
VET BY BEESTE
VOOR NAAMLIK
1) INGEWANDE
OF BINNEVET, 2)
ONDERHUIDSE VET,
3) TUSSENSPIERSE
VET, EN 4)
BINNESPIERSE VET
OOK GENOEM MARMERING.
Die graad van marmering is hoogs
gekorreleer met eetgenot by beesvleis en
aangesien die Wagyu beesras juis baie
meer van hierdie tipe vet neerlê maak dit
hom tans baie gewild by telers wat hoë
kwaliteit vleis wil produseer. Die relatiewe
verhoudings van die 4 tipes vet kan deur

die regte voeding gemanipuleer word
om sodoende die hoogste moontlike
marmering te kry in die kortste moontlike
tyd. Vir optimale resultate moet ‘n
program-voeding benadering gevolg
word wat reeds gedurende die laaste 3
maande van dragtigheid moet begin. Die
proteïene behoefte van die dragtige koei
verhoog dramaties in die laaste trimester
van dragtigheid en veral die laaste 6 weke
voor kalwing. Die rede hiervoor is dat die
fetus op hierdie stadium baie vinnig begin
groei, die koei begin haar uier voorberei
vir laktasie en begin immuno-globuliene
(teenliggame) produseer wat in die
biesmelk uitgeskei gaan word.

proteïene. Indien die dragtige koei
gedurende hierdie kritieke stadium
ondervoed word of verkeerd gevoer
word kan dit die leeftydsprestasie sowel
as die marmeringspotensiaal van haar
ongebore kalf negatief beinvloed. Die
verskynsel genoem “Epigenetika” verwys
na tot watter mate ‘n individu se gene
tot uiting kom. ‘n Spesifieke dier mag
miskien ‘n baie hoë genetiese potensiaal
vir marmering hê maar as gevolg van swak
omgewings toestande (gewoonlik swak
voeding gedurende laaste trimester en/of
gedurende die vroeë lewe van die kalf) kan
die dier se volle potensiaal nie tot uiting
kom nie en sal swak marmering ontwikkel.

Al drie hierdie funksies benodig baie

Die implimentering van ‘n kort
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kalfseisoen 60 tot 90 dae vergemaklik die
voedingsbestuur van die koeikudde en
verseker ‘n meer uniforme kalweroes wat
programvoeding baie meer doeltreffend
maak. Jong kalwers het ‘n baie hoë
voedingsbehoefte en gevolglik kan die
behoefte van die kalf reeds so vroeg as
60 dae ouderdom die koei se vermoë om
genoeg voedingstowwe in die melk te
voorsien oorskry. In hierdie geval kan die
voorsiening van ‘n spesiale kruipvoer wat
spesifiek geformuleer is om marmering te
stimuleer ‘n baie groot impak hê.
Indien die kalf se groeipotensiaal enigsins
deur marginale voeding teruggehou
word, word marmering negatief beinloed.
Die mikpunt moet wees om ‘n daaglikse
groei van minstens 900 gram per dag
te handhaaf tot by speen. ‘n goeie
produksielek kan ook die melkproduksie
van die koei stimuleer. Bulkalwers wat nie
vir teeldoeleindes teruggehou gaan word
nie moet gekastreer word want osse het
beter marmering as intakte bulle. Verse

ontwikkel ook meer marmering as bulle.
Naspeense groei moet steeds gehandhaaf
word teen ‘n minimum tempo van 850
gram per dag om goeie marmering te
verseker. Die groeifase word gevolg deur
‘n afrondfase wat enige iets van 150 tot
so lank as 400 dae kan duur na gelang
van die hoeveelheid marmering wat in die
finale produk verlang word. Die spesifieke
bestandele in die kruipvoer sowel as in die
groei- en afrondrantsoene is baie belangrik
so ook die vlak van voedingstowwe in
hierdie rantsoene. Diëte hoog in glukosevoorlopers stimuleer marmering.
Die tipe energie, energie tot proteïene
verhouding, tipe en vlak van vet, en vlakke
van vitamiene en minerale is almal faktore
wat optimale marmering beinvloed en
moet noukeurig geformuleer word om
die beste resultate te kry. Die vlakke van
veral vitamiene A en E moet baie spesifiek
gemanipuleer word om maksimum
marmering te stimuleer.

Oorimplantate in die algemeen en spesifiek
dié wat trenboloon-asetaat bevat kan
marmering negatief beïnvloed.
Sekere ionofore en antibiotikas kan
marmering verhoog maar kan weer ‘n
negatiewe persepsie skep by die verbruiker
wat sensitief is vir die gebruik van hierdie
middels.
In opsomming die neerlegging van
marmering is ‘n stadige kontinue en
kummulatiewe proses wat reeds in die
laaste trimester van die dier se lewe begin
en eers eindig wanneer die dier uiteindelik
na die afrondfase geslag word. Korrekte
voeding en bestuur is dus noodsaaklik
gedurende elke fase van hierdie proses om
‘n finale karkas met baie marmering
te verkry.
VIR MEER INLIGTING KONTAK
DR CONRAD COETZER BY
082 906 0663 OF
CONRAD@WILDSWINKELVOERE.CO.ZA

Bobaas voer vir bobaas wild

Victor Matfield
082 332 3355 • victor@wildswinkel.co.za

Hendrik de Kock
083 347 5325 • hendrik@wildswinkel.co.za
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KICK START YOUR COWS
SIX TIPS CAN HELP YOUR COWS BREED BACK QUICKER
BY DR. ROBERT SHORT

HEN YOUR
NEWBORN
CALVES ARRIVE
THIS SPRING,
REMEMBER THIS
WORD: ANESTRUS.
Anestrus is that period of time right
after a cow gives birth, when her
reproductive abilities are put on hold until
her body can build up enough energy
reserves to allow her to become receptive
to rebreeding. If she’s in poor condition,
and her newborn calf is suckling, chances
are it could take months for her to rebreed.
And that’s bad news if you’re a cattle
producer in these tough times, because
more pregnant cows means more calves to
market.
That’s the message of Dr. Robert Short,
a leading reproductive scientist for the
Department of Agriculture’s Ft. Keogh
Livestock and Range Research Laboratory
in Miles City, Mont. Short says that suckling

and poor nutrition are the major causes of
anestrus. “Producers who solve nutritional
problems and use body condition scores
(BCS) to monitor nutritional status can
partially overcome anestrus, but other
management decisions can also reduce the
negative effects of suckling and nutritionally
induced anestrus,” he explains.
Short offers six suggestions to producers
who want to improve the reproductive
performance of their cow herd.
These include:

Monitor nutrition

Cows that don’t have their nutritional
needs met experience more problems with
reproduction than cows in good condition.
Cows in good condition can rebreed in 30
to 40 days after calving, while the effects of
anestrus can inhibit a poor-condition cow
from rebreeding for up to 100 days.
“Suckling greatly exaggerates the effects
of poor nutrition and can slow the return

of estrus, so nutritional and body reserve
deficiencies are usually the first place to
look when problems with postpartum
anestrus are encountered,”says Short.
Short suggests that producers consider BCS
to monitor the condition of their cattle –
particularly in the fall shortly after weaning
and a few months before calving. Most
commonly scores from 1 to 9 are assigned
to cows with the thinnest possible score
being 1 and the fattest possible being 9. A
BCS of 5 is considered optimum breeding
condition. “If you do not have these body
reserves at a minimal level your cows
cannot reproduce; they will be able to do a
lot of other things but they will not be able
to reproduce,” Short says.

Evaluate time of weaning
An array of weaning systems exist for
producers who wish to achieve higher
conception rates in their cow herds, but
generally, there are two approaches.

The first approach can result in immediate
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effects on your cow herd, bringing them
back out of anestrus and into their
reproductive cycle. This involves weaning
your calves for a partial, temporary or
complete basis during the breeding season.
Partial weaning, explains Short, involves
separating calves from their dams for most
of the day and then allowing one or two
short periods during the day to suckle.
Temporary weaning is a system in which
calves are separated from their dams for
2 to 4 days. Complete weaning is when
calves are removed from their dams at a
earlier-than-normal period but still during
the breed period. “These systems can
increase the number of cows that return to
estrus during the breeding season,” he says.
“However, the response to these treatments
is variable and management of these
options is somewhat difficult.”
The second approach is nothing more than
weaning when calves are 5 to 10 months
of age. The trick is balancing available feed
resources with desirable cow condition and
weaning weights and then determining
at what point in those five months your
operation is best served to wean your
calves.
“If you’re going to wean later in the year,
when your calves are eight to 10 months
old, you may get heavier weaning weights
but you have to recognize that there
may be negative impacts on next spring’s
conception rates because your cows may
be in l ower condition,” explains Short.
“Cows that calve in late winter or early
spring are normally wintered in situations
where quality of feed is low, and are often
subjected to colder temperatures and
environmental stresses. This limited quality
feed and cold stress make it hard to recover
from body condition scores that are too low
going into winter.”
Short advises producers to evaluate the
quality and quantity of their forage. If
quality is low but grass is available and
cow condition is good, he suggests the
use of protein supplementation-which can
increase BCS, weaning weights and future
conception rates. He also believes producers
should consider weaning calves at later
than five to six months of age and weigh
the risks and/or benefits of doing so.
At the same time, “if cows are going into
the fall are in poor condition and forage is
limited in amount and quality, it would be

not be wise to wean late even with protein
supplementation,” Short says. “If cows
are thin enough to require an increase in
BCS, then supplemental protein along with
weaning at 5 to 6 months of age can
help cows recover.”

Shorten the length of
breeding season

While no system works for everyone, Short
suggests that producers shorten their
breeding system to 45 days or less. That
way, you identify the best reproductive
performers in the cow herd and you also
force many of your cows out of anestrus
sooner. “The longer you leave that bull out
there the more difficult it will be to manage
your cow herd for maximum fertility,” he
says. “Breeding seasons that are 45 days
or less have several advantage that include
weaning a larger, more uniform calf crop,
but there is also an advantage in alleviating
many of the problems due to anestrus.
“On a 365-day calving interval with a
283-day gestation length you have about
82 days to get that cow rebred,” Short
continues. “So if you go from the first
cow that calves to the last cow that calves
with a 45-day breeding season all cows
are going to be at a point where they have
some reasonable amount of fertility. When
you start lengthening that breeding season
to 60 days or especially 82 days there
are going to be many cows that have no
potential fertility at the beginning of the

breeding season.”

Use estrous
synchronization

“Synchronization of estrus is a useful
tool for shortening the breeding season,
concentrating labor and making use of
AI more feasible for beef cattle,” says
Short. Some synchronization treatments
that include the use of progesterone or
progestin often induce some anestrus
cows to start cycling again.

Try a teaser bull

Research shows that the presence of a bull
in a cow herd during postpartum period will
decrease the interval to first estrus, says
Short. “It may be advantageous to use a
sterile teaser bull to run with postpartum
cows before the breeding season starts
to stimulate earlier resumption of estrous
cycles,” he explains. “Care should be used
in selecting these teaser bulls to ensure that
they are sound and free of disease.

Minimize calving
difficulty

Cows that experience difficulty during
calving have more difficulty
overcoming effects of anestrus and take
longer to rebreed. “Management systems
that not only minimize calving difficulty will
not only save more calves but will also have
higher rebreeding rates the next breeding
season,” concludes Short.
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STREAMLINE
IN YARD DATA
CAPTURE
WITH STOCKBOOK
Learn how our complete individual animal
management software, can help you make
data-driven decisions for improving the
productivity and profitability for your business.

Download a FREE 30 DAY STOCKBOOK TRIAL at practicalsystems.com.au

IMPROVING THE BUSINESS
OF FARMING
RACTICAL SYSTEMS
ARE INDUSTRY
LEADERS IN FARM
TECHNOLOGY, FOR
OVER 25 YEARS
NOW THEY HAVE
BEEN DELIVERING
PRACTICAL
TECHNOLOGY TO
THE FARMING INDUSTRY.
Built on a firm foundation they have
supported and grown with its customers.
They partner with some of the industry’s
strongest suppliers and have a solid alliance
with the Australian Wagyu Association.
Their presence in the Wagyu industry is
ever increasing and they understand the
importance of data integrity.
Practical Systems provide confidence in
genetic and performance data integrity. This
is vital in mitigating risk in today’s market.
As the industry evolves and progresses it
is becoming evident that using the right
genetics is of utmost importance. Practical
Systems are key leaders in supporting

genetic importing. Their emphasis is not
only on providing the tools to capture and
evaluate the data but is also committed to
supporting genetic importing and increasing
marketplace integrity.
Practical Systems ensure the technology
they provide is suited to all farming
environments and conditions. They
provide the industrial technology that
integrates into your farm management.
A management solution shouldn’t just
be available in the office, it needs to
be versatile enough to cope with the
conditions and restrictions of the farm
and this is exactly what Practical Systems
offer. As well as providing exceptional
management software and hardware they
also provide support and security. Practical
Systems offer Practical Cover, access to
the Knowledge Base website and have
a Software Support desk. Their support
staff are University students, studying
agricultural related subjects and embracers
of technology. They have a passion and
background in the farming industry and
are trained to provide comprehensive and

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON WHAT
PRACTICAL SYSTEMS CAN OFFER YOU
PLEASE EMAIL
SALES@PRACTICALSYSTEMS.COM.AU
OR CALL 1800 624 688
straightforward help to farmers. All support
and training is tailed to suit each individual
client. Practical Systems recognise that
every farm has its own requirements and is
determined to meet individual needs and to
improving the business of farming.
Practical Systems offer an expanding
package including; live data collection,
medical treatments, tissue sampling, weigh
scale, readers, livestock and financial
recording software, working with industry
leaders such as automed, Maia Grazing,
Gallagher, Allflex and Australian Wagyu
Association.
Practical Systems will be showcasing their
program; Stockbook through-out South
Africa during the month of September. As
part of their commitment to supporting
their customers and new customers they
will be providing on the farm training and
support in various locations. They will be
present at the Certified Wagyu Sale and
available to discuss your farm management
requirements.
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RISING SUN WAGYUS AND
WAGYU SEKAI AFRICA
ARE A FULLY INTEGRATED
COMPANY offering:
“Farm to Fork Consulting Services” from genetic selection to nal product packing
and marketing.
Semen and Embryo Sales.
Sale of recipients certied pregnant with top, imported fullblood embryos, both
Akaushi and Japanese Black.
Live sales of fullblood animals.
Preparing and impregnating your own recipient animals with a tailor-made genetic
package at our embryo station.
Planning, training and marketing for our clients on all levels.
All our services are offered with a focus on excellence. We believe in providing our
customers with a long-term partnership not a once off sale. We are here to offer support
and build relationships within a very exciting industry.
For more information please contact
Warren Flood on 083 256 1460 or Georgina Jeurissen on
083 627 4567 or send an e-mail to georgina@risingsunwagyu.co.za.

PUREBRED VS FULLBLOOD WAGYU
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FULLBLOOD, PUREBRED AND F1, F2, F3
WAGYU IN TERMS OF THE LIVESTOCK ?

ustralian Fullblood Wagyu are 100% direct
descendants of Japanese herdbook livestock, and
these animals are directly comparable to those
in today’s Japanese home herd. DNA parent
verification has confirmed this direct linage for

all animals registered in the Australian Wagyu
Association Herdbook. Purebred, F3, F2 and F1 are
crossbred Wagyu defined under the Wagyu Breed
Trade Descriptions as:

The offspring of a Wagyu full
blood sire and a Wagyu full
blood dam whose forebears
originate from Japan and
whose pedigree shows no
evidence of any crossbreeding

Has 50% of higher Wagyu
genetic content. For example
the first generation of
crossbreeding a Wagyu full
blood sire and the dam of a
another breed

LEVEL OF WAGYU
MANAGEMENT

WAGYU
FULLBLOOD

CROSSBRED
WAGYU F1

100%

PUREBRED
WAGYU F4

50%

93+%

Has greater than 93%
Wagyu genetic content.
For example, the result of
at least four generations
of crossbreeding using a
Wagyu full blood sire and a
crossbred Wagyu F3 dam

75%
87+%
CROSSBRED
WAGYU F3

Has greater than 87% Wagyu genetic
content. For example is the result of at
least three generations of crossbreeding,
using a Wagyu full blood sire and a
crossbred Wagyu F2 dam

CROSSBRED
WAGYU F2

Has 75% of higher Wagyu
genetic content. For
example is the result of
at least two generations
of crossbreeding, using a
Wagyu full blood sire and a
crossbred Wagyu F1 dam

Australian Wagyu Association
www.wagyu.org.au
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AL5 WAGYU: SA’S PREMIUM WAGYU “COW TO CARCASS”
The success of the AL5 Group in securing the
top spot in high-end cattle industry is down
to four factors in particular – breeding, stock
raising, cattle identification, and effective
marketing.

SAMUEL PAUW
AL5 Wagyu
084 700 9700
al5wagyu.com
samuel.pauw@terraworks.co.za

Breeding
The cut costs in the long run AL5’s cattle is
selected by the breeding programme involved.
Genetics from USA and Australia, were all
selected to be cross-bred with South African
cattle in order to improve meat quality. As well
as cross-breeding, AL5’s second method of
breeding is embryo engineering. The company
secured embryos from South African Breeders,
Australia and USA for breeding AL5’s cattle.
AL5 has also launched an embryo production
programme via our in-vitro programme.
Stock raising
AL5 aim is to produce beef that is genuinely
tasty, meeting the highest consumer
expectations.
Cattle identification to ensure quality
AL5 cattle are all clearly individually identified.
This identification system was developed
by the company and is known as the “AL5
Quality Safety Traceability System”. The
system established a database that covers the
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whole rearing process from birth to slaughter.
Electronic files relating to AL5 cattle are created
and accessed via electronic ear tags on each
head of cattle. These are present from birth until
the fattening stage. Detailed information of the
growing process of each head is available at all
times in all locations through these “RFID ear
tags”. After slaughtering, the information on
the electronic ear tag is then stored. The origin
of each part of the beef products can be traced
through the barcodes tagged onto each section.
The successful development and application of
the system has provided a crucial safeguard for
the rapid growth of the business.
Effective marketing system
Samuel Pauw is of the opinion that unless you
can guarantee quality you should not venture
into the retail markets. “It is difficult enough
to produce a quality carcasses on 90% of your
carcasses slaughtered, imagine if you have
to deal with 50% unsatisfied customers.”
He believes that commitment to quality from
“Cow to Carcass” will evidently pay off for his
enthusiastic entrepreneurial group.
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JOHAN DU PLESSIS
Delta Wagyu South Africa
082 788 5378
deltawagyu.co.za
joeduplessis@gmail.com

DELTA WAGYU
The last 3 years have been a wonderful
journey for the Du Plessis Family with our
Wagyu cattle:
•
After an in depth analysis of the Beef
Industries in S.A. and Worldwide, we
as a family decided to change and
acquired our first Wagyu breeding stock
in March 2015
•
Soon after that Johan and Dr Dave
Midgley visited the 2015 World Wagyu
Conference in Australia. After the
conference they went on the Post
conference tour and also visited various
Wagyu farmers and Feedlots specializing
in Wagyu feeding.
•
This was a mind changing experience
and while they were there our first
“imported genetics” was acquired and
a partnership with the Binnie Family was
established.
•
Every tasting has been and still is, an
“eating experience” with the emphasis
on taste and eating quality. We believe
that this is where the future of beef lies
– in S.A. and the rest of the World.
Genetics
Determined to acquire the best Wagyu
genetics available, we partnered with Steve
Binnie, an Australian Wagyu farmer and
CEO of the Delta Wagyu International.
After multiple trips to Australia, we decided
to acquire a stake in Delta Wagyu and to
further establish Delta Wagyu South Africa,
a joint venture between the Du Plessis and
Binnie families. This joint venture strives
to stay ahead of competitors by analysing
market trends and movements and by then
acquiring the best possible genetics. It took
us 2 years of planning and hard work to

get the “right genetics” in export centres
in Armidale, New South Wales and in
Camperdown, Victoria. Embryos comply with
the requirements and are eligible for export
to Africa, China and Europe. These cows
were inseminated with some of the best,
proven bulls available in Australia and the
first calves are already running here in S.A.!

transfer are also used in the stud and ultra
high density grazing is applied in order to
improve the veld condition.

Farm and Cattle Herd
For many years we bred predominantly
Simbra-type cattle before changing to a
3-breed rotation system by bringing in Angus
cattle.

Our recordkeeping system enables us to have
our data available to use as a selection tool
also leads to total animal traceability.

When we decided to go the Wagyu route,
we acquired some of the best Angus heifers
in S.A. from Philip Barnard’s Maquatling Stud
and bought a “starter pack” of Wagyu cattle
from Brian Angus” Woodview Stud.
At present we already have Full bloods, pure
breds, as well as F1-, F2 and F3 cattle.
Using a model based on that of 2 top
Australian breeders (Darren Hamblin and
Bar-H of Que Hornery) we have been
using AI extensively in both the stud and
commercial cows. During our recent winter
mating season we inseminated around 150
cows per day totalling close to a 1000 cows!
To manage these numbers using low
stress handling techniques, state of the art
handling facilities were erected.
Modern breeding techniques like embryo

Hybrid vigour is being utilized through “upbreeding” to pure breds from our “basis
cows” instead of using a 3-breed rotation
system.

Herd health and herd management is based
on programs developed in conjunction with
a team of veterinarians and animal scientists.
Future
We are feeding our own calves and are
currently buying in Wagyu and Wagyucrosses at a premium for our feedlot in
Prieska in the Northern Cape. From 2018
onwards we’ll be doing contract feeding for
any Wagyu calf producer who wants to keep
ownership of his calves throughout the value
chain.
Our vision is to get involved in the whole
value chain from “Paddock to Plate”. We are
extremely excited about our first grain fed
calves which are growing according to plan
and will be entering the market early in the
New Year.

Get BIG, get TOGETHER or
STAY OUT
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WINTERBERG WAGYU CAN BE TRACED TO
the foothills of the Winterberg mountain range.
We live in a unique natural haven nourished
by winter snowfall and summer rainfall in the
Eastern Cape of South Africa. It’s here, on the
rolling hills of Glen Etive farm, that we rear our
Wagyu herd.

ANDREW SCOTT
Winterberg Wagyu
072 279 7942
winterbergwagyu.com
as@winterbergfarming.com

The Scott family has traditionally farmed
with Dohne sheep and Angus cattle. We’ve
expanded and diversified our farming operation
into producing Wagyu beef and peony flowers,
which we sell locally and abroad.
We started producing full blood Wagyu in
2014, aiming to establish a superior full blood
and a Wagyu/Angus cross herd using the best
pedigree genetics that exist.
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Our selection process is precise and results in
outstanding marbling and premium F1, Pure
Bred and Full blood carcasses. We research
and search the world for the best genetics and
have only used imported superior genetics
to establish our herd. Our Full Blood Wagyu
has primarily been selected for balanced F1
production traits, which include marbling, milk
and growth.
We mostly source our genetics from
America and Australia. Winterberg Wagyu is the
result of foresight, integrity, care and dedication
to produce world class Wagyu beef and
genetics. We are very positive about the future
of Wagyu beef and will continue growing our
herd using the best genetics available.
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KOBE STUD BREEDING HAS GROWN
from a family line of farming in vegetables,
game, dairy and now has built a reputation
of supplying excellent genetics to the South
African Wagyu beef industry.
JACQUES LE ROUX
Kobe Stud Breeding
082 320 2808
kalharoo.co.za
jacques@freroux.com

Kobe Stud Breeding continually seek out and
improve the genetic material in our aim to
reproduce top quality Wagyu with the help of
experienced veterinary scientist, embryologist,
nutritionists and beef masters.
All our animals are destined for beef production.
To ensure the highest marbling quality, we raise
all our Wagyu animals on high quality feeds
produced by experts from Karoowater Feeds.

A stress free, clean environment and water also
play an important part of our breeding program.
We are passionate about the Wagyu industry
and firmly believe in the integrity that our clients
deserve. Kobe Stud Breeding aim to supply
exceptional animals in the best condition to our
buyers, whether it is your only business or your
newly investment portfolio and are committed
to give every client our very
best service.
We welcome our clients to visit us in Cradock to
share our experience and walking together into
the future of the South African Wagyu industry.
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FRANS STAPELBERG
eBuhlanti Wagyu Breeders
082 807 7601
ebuhlantiwagyu.com
ebuhlanti@ctecg.co.za

CERTIFIED WAGYU BREEDERS

OUR JOURNEY WITH WAGYU STARTED
in the beautiful city of Cape Town. Frans
Stapelberg was having lunch in a restaurant
which had Wagyu on their menu, and decided
just to give it a try as he has heard about it
before. Needless to say, the meat melted in
his mouth and he immediately realised the
opportunities in South Africa for meat of this
quality. He discussed this with his current
partners, and after some extensive research
no one could deny the potential for Wagyu in
South Africa – thus eBuhlanti Wagyu Breeders
was born.
In December 2014 the first Wagyu embryos
were implanted just outside Marble Hall in
Limpopo. In September 2015 eBuhlanti’s first
full blood Wagyu was born, and from there
the growth of our stud has exceeded our
greatest expectations. The farm is situated in a
heartwater area and this makes our cattle even
hardier than what the breed is known for.
We will always remember 2017 as that was
the year that eBuhlanti bought the first Red or
better known in our industry as Akaushi Wagyu
cows and bulls on auction in South Africa. As
breeders of such quality animals, we needed
to ensure that we introduce the right genetics
into our studs. Today we are proud to say that
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our Akaushi genetics include the Tamamaru, Big
Al, Hikari, Shigemaru, Judo, Rueshaw, Rhubab,
Hercules, Red Emperor, Raymond Redding,
Akiko and Mamiko bloodlines, of which the first
six is original bulls from Japan and the last two
are highly sought after cows. The Mickifuku,
Shigeshigetani, Itoshigenami and Kotsukari
genetics features strongly in our black herd. This
makes it clear to see that eBuhlanti is striving to
increase the genetics of top quality Akaushi and
Black Wagyu outside of Japan.
Because the Wagyu industry in South Africa is
still in its baby shoes, we also take our role to
educate fellow farmers and individuals in the
beef industry seriously. On 7 February 2018
eBuhlanti hosted our first Wagyu information
day. This day was a roaring success as people
came from far and wide to learn more about
this breed and how it can add significant value
to their current businesses. This day will become
an annual event in which we strive to share the
knowledge of the heavyweights in the industry
to anyone interested in this magnificent breed.
The Wagyu breed truly is unique and different
from any other beef breed in the world – the
proof is in the taste. We are proud to be part of
this industry and keep an eye out for the cattle
with a difference!

VENDORS LIST
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BRIAN ANGUS
Woodview
082 573 9687
woodview.co.za
woodview@mweb.co.za

THE ANGUS FAMILY BROUGHT THE
WAGYU breed to South Africa in 1999
with foundation Japanese genetics from
Mr Shogo Takeda. Today, genetics from Mr
Takeda and the famous Westholme herd,
form the foundation of the WOODVIEW
herd. By combining these genetics we have
built a reputation of breeding cattle for
every sector of the Wagyu market in South
Africa. Our strongest market would be sales
to fellow Wagyu stud breeders who need
to build a maternal herd with marketable
genetics. Another growing sector that we
cater for, is for commercial F1 farmers that
require bulls and semen with which they
can produce highly marbled carcasses. We
have many F1 breeders that co-operate with
us in an extensive buyback programme,
where we purchase selected weaner
calves and fed cattle at a set price from
our co-operators.Woodview is a vertically
integrated business that breeds, feeds,
debones, markets and distributes Wagyu
and Angus beef locally and internationally.
We are the market leader for genetics and
Wagyu beef sales in South Africa. We travel
the world to gain information and source
the best genetics available. We are members
of both the Australian and the American
Wagyu societies and own selected proven
cows in the USA and Australia from which
we produce high quality seedstock for our
herd in South Africa.
Digital Carcass Camera
In order to supply our buyback customers
with accurate grading and carcass data we
have purchased a digital carcass camera
from Japan. The camera brings objective
carcase measurement technology into the
calculation of traits such as rib eye area,
marbling (intramuscular fat) , meat colour
and fat colour and we will also be using it

to validate carcass data for use in progeny
test programmes. The camera is housed
at the Sparta Abattoir in Welkom and is
being used by all breeders and institutions
for a small fee. Woodview are proud to
be partners in a joint venture with the Van
Reenen family of Sparta and together we
have formed a company to purchase Wagyu
and Angus calves to feed and market locally
and internationally.
Die Angus-familie het die Wagyu-ras in
1999 na Suid-Afrika gebring met Japannese
genetika vanaf mnr. Shogo Takeda. Vandag
vorm die genetika van mnr Takeda en
die beroemde Westholme-kudde die
basis van die WOODVIEW kudde. Deur
hierdie genetika te kombineer, het ons ‘n
reputasie opgebou van genetika vir elke
sektor van die Wagyu-mark in Suid-Afrika.
Ons grootste mark is stoet vee verkope
aan mede Wagyu-stoet telers wat ‘n
moederkudde met bemarkbare genetika wil
opbou. Nog ‘n groeiende sektor waarvoor
ons voorsiening maak, is vir kommersiële
F1-boere wat bulle en semen benodig
waarmee hulle hoogs gemarmerde karkasse
kan produseer. Ons het baie F1-telers wat
saam met ons werk in ‘n omvattende
terugkoopprogram, waar ons speenkalwers
en gevoerde Wagyus teen ‘n vaste prys
van ons mede-telers aankoop. Woodview
is ‘n vertikaal-geïntegreerde onderneming
wat Wagyu- en Angus beesvleis plaaslik
en internasionaal verbou, voer, ontbeen,

bemark en versprei. Ons is die markleier vir
die verkoop van Wagyu genetika en Wagyubeesvleis in Suid-Afrika.
Ons reis deur die wêreld om inligting oor
Wagyu beeste te bekom en om die beste
beskikbare genetika aan te koop.
Ons is lede van beide die Australiese en die
Amerikaanse Wagyu-genootskappe en ons
het koeie van uitgesoekte bloedlyne in die
VSA en Australië waaruit ons hoë kwaliteit
genetika vir ons kudde in Suid-Afrika
produseer.
Digitale karkas kamera
Om ons terugkoopkliënte met akkurate
gradering en karkas data te voorsien,
het ons ‘n digitale karkas kamera van
Japan gekoop. Die kamera gebruik
objektiewe karkas meting tegnologie vir
die berekening van eienskappe soos rib
oogspier area, marmering (intramuskulêre
vet), vleis kleur en vet kleur en ons sal dit
ook gebruik om karkas data te valideer
vir gebruik in nageslag toets programme.
Die kamera word by die Sparta-abattoir in
Welkom gehuisves en kan deur telers en
instansies gebruik word teen’n klein fooi.
Woodview is trots om n vernoot te wees
in n gesamentlike onderneming met die
Van Reenen-familie van Sparta Marquard
en saam produseer ons Wagyu- en Anguskalwers aan om plaaslik en internasionaal te
bemark.
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DIETER & LOUW DE BRUIN
Xariep Farming
083 262 1230
certifiedwagyu.co.za
dieter.debruin@astrazeneca.com

MY BROTHER AND I (DIETER & LOUW
de Bruin) were born and raised in the
Kalahari region of South Africa (“Ver in
die ou Kalahari”). It was here where our
love for farming and for “red cattle” was
established. Since childhood we were
taught to Love, Respect and Manage the
land you farm on!
After obtaining our Honours Degrees in
Marketing and Engineering at U.O.F.S. we
decided to establish our first business in
Bloemfontein. During this time we started
our part-time farming operations. In 1996,
after selling off our first business, we
acquired our first “red cows” which we
bred to Bonsmara bulls.
We believe that a scientific approach, the
use of technology and being innovative are
the cornerstones on which we as farmers
will not only stay on the forefront, but
also ensure a future for ourselves and our
children. Adaptability will ultimately lead
to longevity!
Since we started all our calculations and
planning was geared around maximizing
profit (Rands) per hectare. We also believe
that measuring and accurate recordkeeping
should form the basis of any successful
farming activity. Without these, proper and
accurate decisions cannot be made.
Farming with Bonsmaras suited our dreams
perfectly and has led to us establishing the
Xhariep Bonsmara Stud in 2009.
In our endeavours to always learn more
things and to always strive on improving
what we are doing, we came across
information on the Wagyu breed and on

“Kobe Beef”. After our first taste of
Wagyu beef, “WE WERE SOLD”!
We immediately saw this as an opportunity
and a potential way of add value, not only
to our own cattle, but also to the whole
Cattle Industry of S.A.
After doing our “homework” and because
of our love for “red cattle”, we decided
on going for Red Wagyu or Akaushi
Cattle as they are also known. This breed
comes from the Mount Aso region in the
Kumomoto perfecture (state) of Japan
and was developed to grow and marble
on grass. They are also known to cross
well on Bos taurus breeds, Brahman,
Nelore and Zebu cattle as well as on the
Bos indicus Black Wagyu. “Reds” will
also significantly improve the quality of
carcasses while bringing hybrid vigour,
resulting in a heavier calf at weaning,
as well as maintaining the renowned
lower birth weights of Wagyu cattle.
Furthermore they have a thick loose skin
making them ideally suited to hot and
humid conditions. The Kumomoto region
has external parasites and tick borne
diseases. Adaptability to these
was part of the development of the breed!
Our first imported embryos were
implanted in the Spring of 2015 during
the toughest part of our recent drought
and despite initial low conception rates,
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we persevered and today have an
established and growing Red Wagyu stud
running concurrently with our Bonsmaras.
Our Aim would be to establish ourselves
as the leader in producing Red Wagyu’s
that are fertile and well adapted to South
African conditions, with good growth
potential.
Fairydale – ‘n familieplaas van die de
Villiers familie is gelee tussen Bethulie en
Smithfield in die Suid-Vrystaat. In hierdie
soms dorre, maar vrugbare land het ‘n
Rooi Wagyu (Akaushi) kudde sy rus kom
kry. Hierdie prentjiemooi wêreld met sy
goeie mengsel van rooigras, soetgras,
rantjiesveld en suiwer water uit die
dolomietgesteentes leen hom ideal tot
die teling van die Rooi Wagyu’s onder
ekstensiewe toestande. Dit is hier waar
ons optelkinders in die Here se hand
versorg word!
Coenie de Villiers se beheptheid met die
Karoo maak nou sommer baie sin…
It is with great pride that we offer you our
first full blood progeny.
Wagyu breeding in S.A. has only really
taken on recently and we believe in the
future of the breed in S.A.
Don’t be a follower – THE TIME TO START
IS NOW

10 POINTS TO PONDER – WHAT
TO DO TO BE, OR TO BECOME,
A SUCCESSFUL STUD BREEDER
(TAKEN FROM AN ARTICLE EDITED FOR THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAGYU
ENVIRONMENT BY JESSIE TOPP-BECKER)
1 Always put the commercial customer
first. While this likely comes as a
surprise to many seedstock producers,
it shouldn’t. The whole purpose of
seed stock production is to produce
bulls for commercial cattlemen that
will help them raise better calves that
make them more money.
2 Do not select cattle on looks alone.
Producers should strive to raise
eye-appealing cattle, but breeding
decisions should be based on much
more than just phenotype. Use all
available technology to make the most
important decisions that will affect the
future of your business.
3 Remember that beef production
is a long-term venture. Building
a successful breeding enterprise
takes years. For starters, it requires
developing a customer base and

offering high-quality cattle on a
consistent basis. Being involved in this
business is not for the faint hearted.
4 Work hard to provide the best
possible genetics and provide a
service to improve the profitability
and sustainability of your commercial
customers. Following this will aid
producers in building a strong
foundation of loyal customers who
return, year after year.
5 Use DNA to confirm parentage.
Sound science and technology should
be utilized whenever possible.
6 Test cattle for all economically
relevant traits and select and manage
them for longevity.
7 Do your best to not mess up another
man’s cow herd. Selling cattle is a
big responsibility and something
that should be taken very seriously.
Producers spend their lives building
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their cow herds - keep that in mind
when selling them animals to breed
from. Always remember that someone
else has to farm with what you sell!
8 Produce what the customer wants
and needs, instead of just trying to
sell what you want to produce. This
is the bottom line of breeding stock
production.
9 Do and say all things with honesty
and integrity. Honesty, justice and
courtesy from a moral philosophy
which, associated with mutual interest
among people, should be the principles
on which ethics are founded.
10 Embrace and encourage
crossbreeding and upgrading to
Purebreds.
Strive to be a leader and be the
common denominator supplying the
best genetics to use in the process of
“upgrading”. Wagyu cattle have traits
that the other breeds don’t have.
We do not have enough Purebred and
Fullblood Wagyu cattle in South Africa
and the rest of Africa and the only way
forward is to embrace newcomers by
helping them breed the best possible
cattle, producing the right type of
meat we want and need to promote
the eating of top quality Wagyu beef!

CHARITY LOT
WOODVIEW WAGYU CARCASS FED
400 DAYS. DEBONED AND PACKAGED
FOR YOUR PLEASURE!
SPECIES: WAGYU
Breeder
Name
Sex

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

Woodview
Charity Lot
M

A hand selected Wagyu ox, fed 400 days at Sparta.
Deboned, vacuum packed and delivered to
your home.
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AUCTION LOTS
LOT 1
ZEWB170023
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction
Progeny

DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEWB17023
TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277
Dam: BALD RIDGE KOKORO
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA F C421
HOMARE BLUE 38 (USA)

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB170023
10/01/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a
None

ZEWB170023 eBuhlanti is proud to offer the first ever
opportunities to secure a pregnancy with polled Akaushi
genetics at public auction in South Africa!! Structurally
speaking she’s built with strength and angulation yet bold
bodied and broody. This combined with early marbling
matrons like Ume, Namiko and Akiko in her pedigree gives
her exceptional breeding versatility in a future embryo
program. She has been flushed twice, on the 19th of
April 2018 and the 7th of June 2018 and produced
10 embrios between the two flushes. She sells with a
confirmed pregnancy to El Padrino 733D, the first registered
heterozygous polled hornless Purebred bull in the American
Akaushi Association! in 2017. He charted an impressive
average daily gain of 1.91 kg over the 86 day testing The
resulting calf will be a 31/32nds (96.88%) Purebred with
a 50% probability of being heterozygous polled (scurred).
We encourage you to study this tremendous female and the
future impact of this genetic package.

PRICE

LOT 2
BA130852
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA130852
05/09/2013
Fullblood Inspection Date: 14/08/17
ICP = n/a AFC = 24 DLC = 1038

This Itoshigenami daughter is well bred and in our opinion
has no weak links in her pedigree. Her breeding combines
TF148, Blackmore Y398 and Kitateruyasudoi.
SHIGEKANANAMI J6109
SHIGESHIGENAMI J10632
SHIGEMITSU
Sire: ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
FUKUMASA J10756
FUKUYUKI
YUKIZAKURA J456691
Animal: WOODVIEW BA 130852
JVP FUKUTSURU-068
BLACKMORE AIZATZURUDOI Y398
TAKEDA FARM AIZAKURA U100
Dam: WOODVIEW MISSY
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
WOODVIEW MEGAN 4TH
WOODVIEW MEGAN

PURCHASER

PRICE
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LOT 3
BA130972
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction
Progeny

TOTAL: 1

BA130972
09/10/2013
Fullblood Inspection Date: 22/07/16
ICP = 364 AFC = 23 DLC = 319
[3 - View]

This young cow combines the bloodlines of the famous
HIRASHIGETAYASU (001) and MICHIFUKU which is a proven
combination. She first calved at 23 months and has an
intercalving period of 364 days showing her fertility. She
produces great calves and will be an asset in any herd.
Ran with BA15-372, BA09-327 & HJ14-16

DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Sire: WOODVIEW QUEST 001
IMUFQ0402 JVP FUKUKANE 402E
LAKE WAGYU FY011 (AI) (ET)
ILLFV0014 ILLABO SHINSETSU
Animal: WOODVIEW BA 130972
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Dam: WOODVIEW LAKE WAGUY C72 325
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
LAKE WAGYU C72 (AI) (ET)
LAKE WAYU Y043 (AI)

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

Hierdie jong koei kombineer die legende bloedlyne van
HIRASHIGETAYASU (001) en MICHIFUKU, wat ‘n bewese
kombinasie is. Sy het op 23 maande die eerste keer gekalf en
het ‘n inter- kalftydperk van 364 dae wat haar vrugbaarheid
toon. Sy produseer groot kalwers en sal ‘n aanwins in enige
kudde wees.
Sy loop saam met bulle BA15-372, BA09-327 & HJ14-16

PRICE

LOT 4
AL5 OBASAN M004 (ET)(AUS)
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277
Sire: BALD RIDGE HENSHIN
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA STARMIKO B218
KALANGA ALMIKO (USA)
Animal: AL 5 OBASAN M004 (ET)(AUS)
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA RED STAR C402
KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36
Dam: BALD RIDFE OBASAN
HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
KALANGA EMPRESS JUD HOMARE
KALANGA SHIGEHOMARE 636

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

AL170004
16/01/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

AL5 Obasan M004 can beseen as Al5 Homare N0405 (Et)
(AUS) bred to Bald Ridge Henshin. The sire Henshin is large
framed, easy going and one of the best bulls among his
contemporaries with exceptional EDP’s; lots of growth and
great Breedplan figures.
His bloodlines (that trace back to Kajikari, Hikari and Big
Al) are packed with the breeds’ best red genetics. His Dam,
STARMIKO, is a well-structured female; very correct and
one of the biggest framed cows in the Bald Ridge Wagyu
program.
He was in the top 5% of the Australian breed plan for 200
and 600 day weight and top 10% for the 400 day weight.
This is unfortunately not available anymore for David
Blackmore acquired him for his grass-fed breeding program,
according to Dr Aaron Cooper. Make sure you cash in on
Heshin for his genetics will only become scarcer.

PRICE
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LOT 5
KR140001
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction
ET Donor

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

KR140001
09/02/2014
Fullblood Inspection Date: 02/03/17
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a
Yes

Very good combination of genetics for milk, growth and
marbeling.

DAI 7 ITOZAKURA J65
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
HIROTA1 J803296
Sire: ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
ITOMICHI J1158
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
DAI 10 NOBORU 3
Animal: KOBE KR 140001
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: OASIS SONY D012
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
KCC WAGYU SONY
YADNARIE YAMA HANA

PURCHASER

Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.
Dam side, a daughter of Itozurudoi TF151 (FBTI: $191) from
Takeda farms who produce large well balance calves
with good marbeling and good milk production. Her dams
dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan.

PRICE

LOT 6
WF160602
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: LAKE WAGYU C087
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU Y034 (AI)
BYWFW0078 BLACKMORE CHIYOTAKE
Animal: WINTERBERG 602
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Dam: MOYHU F H130
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
MOUHU F B0372
MOYHU F W034

PURCHASER

PRICE
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FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WF160602
19/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

WF160602 is the result of an imported embryo. She
features some great bulls in her pedigree, on the dams side
Hirashigetayasu Hongen (001) and Kitateruyasudoi (003) and
on the sires side Michifuku and 151. She has been Ai’ed to
Bay Dai 7 Hero.
Hero has a unique concentration of blood from the famous
Japanese Wagyu bull, Dai 7 Itozakura. In six generations,
Hero has fourteen (14) crosses to Dai 7, who is listed by
author Kenichi Ono as the second most important of
the modern day Wagyu in Japan. This powerful Fujiyoshi
pedigree is an outcross to the popular Tajima bloodlines.
Note the paternal side of the pedigree has two crosses to
the “Aino” family (known for exceptional carcass quality)
and also includes Itoshigefuji (frame and growth sire). The
maternal pedigree has the famous Takeda herd sires, Terutani
and Itomichi.
The resulting calf from the WF160602, Hero cross should
result in great frame and growth without losing the marbling.

LOT 7
WB180001
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

?
IMUFR3258 TF TERUTANI 40/1 (IMP USA) (AI) (ET)
?
Sire: GRSFF0146 GOORAMBAT TERUTANI F146 (AI)
?
GRSFC0021 GOORAMBAT F C0021 (AI) (ET)
?
Animal: Milah WB 180001
?
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
?
Dam: WOODVIEW LAKE WAGYU C69 321
?
LAKE WAGYU C69 (AI) (ET)
?

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WB170001
17/03/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

This Full-blood embryo calf is out of Goorambat Terutani,
his genetics are widely used for producing consistently large
quality beef, increased marbling, milking abilities, mature
size, and growth rate. The phenotypical correct dam is sired
by WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU whom many have thought to be
the most important bull to ever leave Japan and was formally
the #1 marbling bull in the U.S. Sire Summary.

PRICE

LOT 8
WB160157
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WB160157
18/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Look at the exceptional female traits of this 18 month old
heifer.

DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: MILAH WB 16-0157
RWA SHIGEMARU (YELLOW 47)
RWA SHIGEMARU QW127
RWA HIKANAMI (YELLOW54)
Dam: HIDDEN VALE OHV41
HIKARI J251830R
RWA VW41 (AI) (ET)
RWA YELLOW 10 (USA) (ET)

PURCHASER

With such a well-known father (Heart Brand Red Emperor
HBCFV 2139) what do you expect? He brings carcass size,
growth and marbling to the table.
She has got DAI 10 on both mother and father side which
increases her potential for marbling dramatically.
On mother’s side (Hidden vale OHV 41) the same traits are
present making this female a unique opportunity to combine
carcass size, growth and marbling with more marbling from
a good bull.
She is a must if you want progress in your herd.

PRICE
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LOT 9
WF160607
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WF160607
24/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

WF160607 is the result of an imported embryo. She features
some great genetics in her pedigree. Michifuku, 151,
Takazakura and Suzutani all feature. She has been AI’ed to
Shigeshigetani.
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: LAKE WAGYU C087
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU Y034 (AI)
BYWFW0078 BLACKMORE CHIYOTAKE
Animal: WINTERBERG 607
TWA SHIKIKAN (IMP USA) (ET)
MOYHU TANI
MOUHU F W039
Dam: MOYHU F H79
ITOZURUDOI TF151
MOYHU F B0354
TWA 491

PURCHASER

Shigeshigetani represents a very powerful strain of the
Wagyu breed. He is 75% Tajima but still is known to produce
offspring’s that are tall with a long body. His Dam Suzutani, is
recognized as one of the most influencial cows in the Wagyu
breed, being the Dam of the Great Sanjirou, Shikikan and
Kanadagene. Shigeshigetani is half bother with Sanjirou.
Shigeshigetani Sire is Haruki 2 the half brother of Michifuku.
The resulting progeny should result in size and marbling.

PRICE

LOT 10
ZEWB170035
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEWB17035
SHIGEMARU 2124 (USA)
KALANGA SHIGEMARU B0579
RWA YELLOW 10 (USA) (ET)
Dam: BALD RIDGE JAJA
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA TAMAHOMARE G0010
KALANGA F C421

PURCHASER

PRICE
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FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB170035
30/01/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Red Emperor is leaving his mark in South Africa and this is
one of his finest yet! Introducing one of the most balanced
Red Emperor daughters you’ll see from the side view. She
exudes quality in her head, topline and hip structure while
maintaining the additional stoutness you want in a topend female. She has top maternal marbling genetics in her
pedigree with the likes of Namiko and Ume. Here’s your elite
Akaushi donor prospect that’s the complete package!
She sells open.
Red Emperor laat sy merk in ZA en dit is een van sy beste
nog! Ek stel een van die mees gebalanseerde Red Emperor
dogters bekend wat jy van die syaansig sien. Sy versier
kwaliteit in haar kop, toplyne en heupstruktuur, terwyl die
bykomende stewigheid wat jy wil hê in ‘n top-en-koei,
behoue bly. Sy het die beste marmerings-genetika in haar
stamboom met name van Namiko en Ume. Hier is jou elite
Akaushi skenkervooruitsig wat die volledige pakket is!
Sy verkoop oop.

LOT 11
ZEWB162086
SPECIES: COMPOSITE FEMALE: 1
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

REUMEI H39
RUESHAW 100
KIKUTAMA 14285
Sire: IWG RUESHAW 74Z
SHIGEMARU 2124 (USA)
GABNI RUBI 100
SUMO CATTLE CO HINODE C157
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEWB2086
FUKUTSURU J068
TAKEDA FARM FUKUTSURU 004
TAKEDA FARM ITOCHIYO U177 USA
Dam: BEYOND BEEF KULELI
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU E8
LAKE WAGYU B47

PURCHASER

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB162086
21/02/2016
Fullblood Inspection Date: 23/01/17
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

An Akaushi/Black Wagyu composite female that features the
outcross pedigree of Rueshaw &
Shigemaru with Fukutsuru 068 & Itozuro Doi TF151. What
a fertile female she has been to date as she has already
successfully weaned a bull calf and is carrying her 2nd
calf sired by Woodview Saisho-ET (BA150368, calf is 75%
Akaushi)! Her diversified pedigree, proven fertility and
youthfulness should provide you confidence in her future
breeding career.

PRICE

LOT 12
GWW150004
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

GWW150004
21/09/2015
Fullblood Inspection Date: 14/08/17
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Bred out of Takeda Farms Takefuku 823 (TCI of +$241),
Itoshigenami (T 148) and Blackmore 398Y. This animal is
packed with marbling genetics.
TANIFUKU DOI 1606
KIMFUFU 3
YUKIFUKU
Sire: TF TAKEFUKU 823
KIKUTSURUDOI TF146
TF 760
TF 600
Animal: GLEN WALTON L0004
SHIGESHIGENAMI J10632
ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
FUKUYUKI
Dam: WOODVIEW BA 130852
BLACKMORE AIZATZURUDOI Y398
WOODVIEW MISSY
WOODVIEW MEGAN 4TH

PURCHASER

Confirmed pregnant.
Ran with PK15-03 and PK 15-05.

PRICE
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LOT 13
KR140002
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

KR140002
11/02/2014
Fullblood Inspection Date: 02/03/17
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Very good combination of genetics for milk, growth and
marbeling.

DAI 7 ITOZAKURA J65
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
HIROTA1 J803296
Sire: ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
ITOMICHI J1158
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
DAI 10 NOBORU 3
Animal: KOBE KR 140002
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: OASIS ITO MICHI E019
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
CAMPANELLA ITO MICHI (ET)
TWAFS0238 TWA DONO

PURCHASER

Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.
Dam side, a daughter of Itozurudoi TF151 (FBTI: $191) from
Takeda farms who produce large well balance calves
with good marbeling and good milk production. Her dams
dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan.

PRICE

LOT 14
AL5 CHIYOTAKE N0422 (ET)(AUS)
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

AL170422
25/09/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

AL5’s exceptional embryo calf of 2017/2018 breeding season.
She weaned at an astonishing 253kg.

?
IMUFQTF147 ITOSHIGEFUJI (IMP USA)
?
Sire: BIMFE0003 BIMBI ITOSHIGEFUJI 2/1 (AI) (ET)
?
KJDFB0050 LAKE WAGYU B050 (AI) (ET)
?
Animal: AL5 Chiyotake N422 (Et)(AUS)
?
IMJFAJ2810 KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN (IMP JAP)
?
Dam: PMGFC0041 PEPPERMILL GROVE C041 (AI) (ET)
?
GRSFY0064 GOORAMBAT Y064 (AI)
?

PURCHASER

PRICE
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This was no surprize for the sire of Bimbi Itosjigefuji is TF147,
“The Cow-Maker !!”. This combination with marbling
packed Peppermill Grove C0041, Sired by Kitaterayasudoi
(003) and 2nd Sire the best marbling foundation sire himself,
Itoshigenami TF 148, is not to be missed.

LOT 15
AL5 VIRILE L004 (ET)(AUS)
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

DAI 2 SHIGENAMI 27
SHIGEMARU 2124 (USA)
DAI YON AKIBARE 3357
Sire: ASHWOOD PARK VIRILE (ET)
HIKARI J251830R
TWA MEKATA (ET)
NAMIKO
Animal: AL 5 VIRILE L004 (ET) (AUS)
HIKARI J251830R
EMPRESS KENICHI (ET)
RWA HOMARE BLUE 53 (USA) (ET)
Dam: MAZDA WAGYU ARTIGAS
JUDO (JAP)
RWA HOMARE BLUE 53 (USA) (ET)
HOMARE J238128R (JAP)

PURCHASER

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

AL150004
22/11/2015
Fullblood

This bull was the only bull out of three embryo calves that
were born from the almost unobtainable Mazda Wagyu
Genetics. This is a Mekata grandson. TWA Mekata, is the
dam of FX 0014, the so called freak of Red Wagyu. FX 0014
has got a TCI of $+373.
At 2 ½ years of age, Virile’s weight has already surpassed
700kg, and this bull is still growing. Imagine how well his
progeny will do. “The best Wagyu Bull in South Africa!!” –
Roy Dixon, Crv-Xseed.

PRICE

LOT 16
WB160004
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WB160004
27/09/2016
Fullblood

This, almost 2 year old, Itomichi ½ sired bull will outperform
most non-wagyu bulls when it comes to growth. He grew at
an astonishing 1.92Kg a day in the Phase D test.
DAI 2 SHIGENAMI
ITOMICHI J1158
DAI YON AKIBARE 3357
Sire: TF ITOMICHI 1/2
DAI3 KIYOHIME J632
DAI2 KINTOU J337756
EZOKINTOU 1A
Animal: MILAH 16-0004
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Dam: ESF MICHI T-614-050
JVP FUKUTSURU-068
BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614
JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E

PURCHASER

Itomichi ½ is known for growth, milk, and not losing any
marbling on the maternal line. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the best cows in the business is sired by him. Barbara
Roberts-Thompsons’s golden oldies which constantly live
longer than 17 years, produced equal number of calves,
without the udders or teats breaking down, is mostly solely
sired by him. Longevity is the key for low-cost replacement
cows.
On the maternal side this bull is stacked with stars such as,
Michifuku, Fukutsuru 068, Kikuyasu 400, which will not only
add to the marbling score, but the bottom-line as well.

PRICE
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LOT 17
KR140012
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

KR140013
04/09/2014
Fullblood Inspection Date: 08/11/16

Very good combination of genetics for milk, growth and
marbeling.

DAI 7 ITOZAKURA J65
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
HIROTA1 J803296
Sire: ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
ITOMICHI J1158
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
DAI 10 NOBORU 3
Animal: KOBE KR 140012
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: OASIS SONY D009
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
KCC WAGYU SONY
YADNARIE YAMA HANA

PURCHASER

Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.
His dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan. He formally was the
best marbeling bul in the U.S. Wagyu sire summary, and the
second in the ribeye area and fourth in back fat thickness.

PRICE

LOT 18
BA150458
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

TANIFUKU DOI 1606
KIMFUFU 3
YUKIFUKU
Sire: TF TAKEFUKU 823
KIKUTSURUDOI TF146
TF 760
TF 600
Animal: WOODVIEW BA15-458
SHIGESHIGENAMI J10632
ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
FUKUYUKI
Dam: WOODVIEW BA13-0984
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
WOODVIEW GABRIELA 2ND
WOODVIEW MEGAN 4TH

PURCHASER

PRICE
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MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA150458
03/09/2015
Fullblood Inspection Date: 22/07/16

Easily the top young herd sire to sell in 2018. We thought so
much of him that we used him in the herd at 14 months of
age. He already has 6 registered calves and many cows are
pregnant to calve in August 2018. His dam is one of the best
cows in the breed and sold for R 300 000.00 at our auction
in April. DO NOT MISS HIM!!
Diè top jong kudde bul te verkoop in 2018. Ons het so
baie van hom gedink dat ons hom op die ouderdom van
14 maande al in die kudde gebruik het. Hy het reeds 6
geregistreerde kalwers en baie koeie wat dragtig is vir
Augustus 2018. Sy moeder is een van die beste koeie in die
ras en het verkoop vir R 300 000.00 op ons veiling in April.
Moet hom nie misloop nie !!

LOT 19
ZEWB162124
SPECIES: COMPOSITE MALE: 1
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

HIKARI J251830R
WSI UMEMARU 100
KAEDEMARU
Sire: SOR KIRISHINA
JUDO (JAP)
JVP 702 HOMARE-27 100
JVP 27 HOMARE J238128R
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEW2124
FUKUTSURU J068
TAKEDA FARM FUKUTSURU 004
TAKEDA FARM ITOCHIYO U177 USA
Dam: BEYOND BEEF KHULU
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU E8
LAKE WAGYU B47

PURCHASER

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB162124
21/01/2016
Fullblood

This is a RED x BLACK composite bull that should generate
major carcass enthusiast’s attention! Not only is he a high
performing and massively made bull but his pedigree blends
four superior carcass lineages together. Shigenami and
Mitsutake bring together the best of modern Akaushi lines
on the sire side with Fukutsuru 068 and Itozuro Doi TF151
on the maternal side. Akaushi/Black Wagyu bulls have been
among the most profitable sires in both the US and Australia
in terms of total carcass value. A unique double outcross
pedigree like this provides many opportunities!

PRICE

LOT 20
WF160603
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: LAKE WAGYU C087
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU Y034 (AI)
BYWFW0078 BLACKMORE CHIYOTAKE
Animal: WINTERBERG 603
TWA SHIKIKAN (IMP USA) (ET)
MOYHU TANI
MOUHU F W039
Dam: MOYHU F H138
TWA ICHIRYUNO (USA) (ET)
MOYHU 165
MOYHU F W014

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WF160603
21/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

WF160603 is the result of an imported embryo. She
features some great bulls in her pedigree, on the dams side
Hirashigetayasu Hongen (001) and Kitateruyasudoi (003) and
on the sires side Michifuku and 151. She has been AI’ed to
Sanjiro.
Sanjiro is 100% Tajima and line-bred to legendary Yasumi
Doi J10328 FB548, celebrated by his ability to produce
outstanding offspring’s. Sanjirou is out of the prominent
Japanese cow Suzutani, arguably the best cow to ever leave
Japan. His sire is the world renowned Michifuku.
The resulting progeny should produce decent size from the
Dam’s side and great marbling from the Sire’s side.

PRICE
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LOT 21
WC160008
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOHIRASHIGE J1555
HIRASHIGEKIYOSHI J112988 KURO
Sire: ITOMORITAKA J2703 HONGEN (JAP)
DAI 5 KEDAKAFUJI J1180
DAI 6 OEFUJII J565554 KURO KOH
OOE J101310 KURO KOH
Animal: WILLOW CREEK ITOMORIMICHI 1608
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Dam: ESF MICHI T-614-050
JVP FUKUTSURU-068
BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614
JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E

PURCHASER

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WC160008
30/03/2016
Fullblood

WC16008 is a bull with strong growth on the sire side in
Itomoritaka (ETJ 002) and a lot of marbling in Michifuku and
Fukutsuru068 on the dam side. In our opinion he should
breed growth, milk and superior carcass qualities on well
balanced progeny.

PRICE

LOT 22
BA160829
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA160829
27/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

A young heifer that will calve down at the age of 2 years. She
is bred for growth and marbling in the proven combination
of Hirashigetayasu and Itoshigenami (T 148).
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Sire: WOODVIEW QUEST 001
IMUFQ0402 JVP FUKUKANE 402E
LAKE WAGYU FY011 (AI) (ET)
ILLFV0014 ILLABO SHINSETSU
Animal: WOODVIEW BA160829
SHIGESHIGENAMI J10632
ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
FUKUYUKI
Dam: WOODVIEW BA 120658
WOODVIEW LEADER 6 10
WOODVIEW BA 100410
WOODVIEW 8 225

PURCHASER

PRICE
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Confirmed pregnant. She ran with BA15-364, BA16-933,
Ba15-458 and BA16-852.

LOT 23
WF160604
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: LAKE WAGYU C087
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU Y034 (AI)
BYWFW0078 BLACKMORE CHIYOTAKE
Animal: WINTERBERG 604
WORLD KS TAKAZAKURA
TWA SHIKIKAN (IMP USA) (ET)
WORLD KS SUZUTANI
Dam: MOYHU F H37
TWA ICHIRYUNO (USA) (ET)
MOYHU F A0238
MOYHU F W010

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WF160604
18/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

WF160604 is a beautiful heifer and is the result of an
imported embryo. She features some great bulls in her
pedigree, on the dams side Shikikan and Ichiryuno. Shikikan
is a son of possibly the greatest cow ever to leave Japan,
Suzutani. On the sires side Michifuku and 151. She has been
AI’ed to Sanjiro.
Sanjiro is 100% Tajima and line-bred to legendary Yasumi
Doi J10328, celebrated by his ability to produce outstanding
offspring. Sanjirou is out of the prominent Japanese cow
Suzutani, arguably the best cow to ever leave Japan. His sire
is the world renowned Michifuku. The Michifuku, Suzutani
cross has produced some of the best know sires in the Wagyu
breed, including Sanjiro and Kanadagene 100.
The resulting progeny should produce decent size and great
marbling. The progeny will have Michifuku and Suzutani on
both sides of her Pedigree.

PRICE

LOT 24
ZEWB170033
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEWB17033
SHIGEMARU 2124 (USA)
KALANGA SHIGEMARU B0579
RWA YELLOW 10 (USA) (ET)
Dam: BALD RIDGE JAJA
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA TAMAHOMARE G0010
KALANGA F C421

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB170033
30/01/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

ZEWB170033 eBuhlanti is proud to offer the first ever
opportunities to secure a pregnancy with polled Akaushi
genetics at public auction in South Africa!!We feel this
fullblood female (ZEWB170033) has the essentials to
become a maternal powerhouse in South Africa. You will
find maternal excellence throughout her pedigree with
foundation cows from Japan in Namiko, Homare, and Akiko.
She has been flushed twice, on the 19th of April 2018 and
the 7th of June 2018 and produced 25 embrios between
the two flushes. She sells with a confirmed pregnancy to
El Padrino 733D, the first registered heterozygous polled
hornless Purebred bull in the American Akaushi Association!
El Padrino 733D was the highest growth Akaushi bull in the
Noble Foundation’s bull test in 2017. The resulting calf will
be a 31/32nds (96.88%) Purebred with a 50% probability
of being heterozygous polled (scurred). eBuhlanti Wagyu
Breeders maintains our goal of offering our most advanced
genetics to breeders with these unique opportunities.

PRICE
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LOT 25
BA140194
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

ITOMICHI J1158
TF ITOMICHI 1/2
DAI2 KINTOU J337756
Sire: TF604
ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
CF504
HIKOKURA 1/10
Animal: WOODVIEW BA 140194
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Dam: WOODVIEW GABRIELA 2ND
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
WOODVIEW MEGAN 4TH
WOODVIEW MEGAN

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA140194
20/09/2014
Fullblood Inspection Date: 22/07/16
ICP = 366 AFC = 24 DLC = 304

She is one of the few TF604 females ever to sell from
Woodview. She combines 4 top Japanese sires in her
pedigree namely TF ITOMICHI ½ (Who’s semen sold
for R10 000 per straw at the Stellenbosch sale), TF 148
ITOSHIGENAMI, HIRASHIGETAYASU (001) and KITATERUYASU
DOI (003). I only flushed her once and retrieved 5 embryos.
Ran with BA13-923 & HJ13-04.
Sy is een van die min TF604-koeie wat ooit by Woodview
verkoop word. Sy kombineer 4 top Japannese bulle in haar
stamboom, naamlik TF ITOMICHI ½ (Wie se semen verkoop is
vir R10 000 per strooitjie by die Stellenbosch- veiling), TF 148
ITOSHIGENAMI, HIRASHGETAYASU (001) en KITATERUYASU
DOI (003). Ek het haar nog net een keer gespoel en sy het 5
embrios gelewer.
Sy loop saam met bulle BA13-923 & HJ13-04

PRICE

LOT 26
KR140003
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction
ET Donor

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

KR140003
14/02/2014
Fullblood Inspection Date: 02/03/17
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a
Yes

Very good combination of genetics for milk, growth and
marbeling.

DAI 7 ITOZAKURA J65
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
HIROTA1 J803296
Sire: ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
ITOMICHI J1158
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
DAI 10 NOBORU 3
Animal: KOBE KR 140003
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: OASIS SONY D012
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
KCC WAGYU SONY
YADNARIE YAMA HANA

PURCHASER

PRICE
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Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.
Dam side, a daughter of Itozurudoi TF151 (FBTI: $191) from
Takeda farms who produce large well balance calves
with good marbeling and good milk production. Her dams
dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan.

LOT 27
WB160008
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WB160008
18/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Another daughter of Heart Brand Red Emperor. Most Wagyu
breeders see his mother (DAI 8) on father’s side as the best
cow the breed has ever seen.
DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: MILAH WB 16-008
SHIGEMARU 2124 (USA)
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
AKIKO
Dam: KALANGA F C640 (AI) (ET)
TAMAMARU
RWA YELLOW 10 (USA) (ET)
FUYUKO FB2122

PURCHASER

If you couple this with DAI 10 (best red marbling bull) – this
heifer has got all the genes to become the best cow in your
herd.
Size, phenotype, growth, carcass weight and marbling on
both sides. You can only benefit from this female.

PRICE

LOT 28
AL5 KOKO M003 (ET)(AUS)
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Sire: GINJO MARBLEMAX HIRANAMI B901
GINJO F Z158
GINJO PRANCER (AI)
Animal: AL 5 KOKO M003 (ET)(AUS)
TF MITSUHIKOKURA 43 (IMP USA)
LONGFORD B8720 (AI) (ET)
LONGFORD LFDB599 (AI) (ET)
Dam: LONGFORD F F0313
LONGFORD ZAKI (AI) (ET)
LONGFORD B8560
LONGFORD LFDB1060 (AI)

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

AL170003
15/01/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Superior B901 progeny performance was confirmed in
succeeding year, within Research EBVs tabled at the 2013
AWA Conference in Geelong, Conference (Dr Robert Banks,
AGBU: ‘Genetics & Genomics for the Wagyu Breed in
Australia – A springboard for growth and profit’).
In Ginjo herd production carcass results, fed by AACo,
B901 has demonstrated highly consistent marbling around
AUSMEAT score 8-9, with HSCW (hot standard carcass
weight) averaging over 440kg (~530kg) so far.
In this exceptional mother you find Longford Zaki, one of the
very rare Michifuku/Rikitani bulls. In adition Longford IKEDA
which include Kanadagene 102, a Haruki 2/Suzutani Dam”

PRICE
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AUCTION LOTS
LOT 29
AL5 HOMARE N0405 (ET)(AUS)
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

AL170405
16/08/2017
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

AL5 selected the embryo of this heifer, based on the dam’s
embryo production. The calf itself was selected for her
phenotypical correctness, N405, is not only beautifull, but
packed with marbling from the best that Akaushi can offer.
We find bulls like Shigemaru, Namimaru, Hikari and Judo in
combination with stars like Akkiko in the sires pedigree. The
maternal line has got Big Al, Shigemaru, and Judo included.
This to name only a few.

?
HBCFV2141 HEART BRAND RED STAR (IMP USA) (ET)
?
Sire: KALFC0402 KALANGA RED STAR C402 (AI) (ET)
?
KALFU0036 KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36 (AI) (ET)
?
Animal: AL5 Homare N405 (Et)(AUS)
?
HBCFV2139 HEART BRAND RED EMPEROR (IMP USA) (ET)
?
Dam: KALFE0109 KALANGA EMPRESS JUD HOMARE E109
?
KALFX0636 KALANGA SHIGEHOMARE 636
?

PURCHASER

PRICE

LOT 30
WB170005
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WB170005
19/03/2017
Fullblood

Look at this exceptional full blood red Akaushi bull...
This bull at 18 months already shows great potential at all
levels.
DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: MILAH WB 17-005
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA RED STAR C402
KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36
Dam: BALD RIDGE AKARI (AI) (ET)
TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA F C767 (AI) (ET)
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277

PURCHASER

PRICE
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Big carcass, combined with good male traits, growth, adult
weight and an astounding 203$ (70$ above breed) carcass
index.
What do you expect – with the very well know Red Emperor
Heart Brand as father and Kalanga F767, Bald Ridge Akari on
mother side what more do you want.

LOT 31
KR140008
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

KR140008
20/02/2014
Fullblood Inspection Date: 02/03/17
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

Very good combination of genetics for milk, growth and
marbeling.
Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.

DAI 7 ITOZAKURA J65
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
HIROTA1 J803296
Sire: ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
ITOMICHI J1158
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
DAI 10 NOBORU 3
Animal: KOBE KR 140008
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: OASIS SONY D009
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
KCC WAGYU SONY
YADNARIE YAMA HANA

PURCHASER

Dam side, a daughter of Itozurudoi TF151 (FBTI: $191) from
Takeda farms who produce large well balance calves
with good marbeling and good milk production. Her dams
dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan.

PRICE

LOT 32
BA120751
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction
ET Donor

DAI 7 ITOZAKURA J65
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
HIROTA1 J803296
Sire: ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
ITOMICHI J1158
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
DAI 10 NOBORU 3
Animal: WOODVIEW TWA SATUKU 5TH
SHIGESHIGENAMI J10632
ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
FUKUYUKI
Dam: WOODVIEW ITOSHIGENAMI
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
TWA SATUKU (ET) (AI)
RIVERDALE HANSEI

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA120751
24/10/2012
Fullblood Inspection Date: 22/07/16
ICP = 409 AFC = 33 DLC = 272
Yes

This cow has it all. Milk, growth and carcass genetics. Her
dam Woodview Itoshigenami (BA09-338) is already a legend
in SA and sold at the Woodview auction for R400 000. She
flushes well, just as her mother does. Do not miss her you
can build a herd from her.
She ran with BA14-004, BA15-352 & BA15-400.
Hierdie koei het alles. Melk, groei en karkas-genetika. Haar
ma (BA09-338) is reeds ’n legende in SA, sy Woodview
Itoshigenami het verkoop op die Woodview veiling vir R400
000. Sy spoel net so goed soos haar ma. Moenie haar mis
nie, ’n mens kan ’n kudde van haar nageslag bou.
Sy loop saam met BA14-004, BA15-352 & BA15-400.

PRICE
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AUCTION LOTS
LOT 33
ZEWB170031
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEWB17031
TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277
Dam: BALD RIDGE KOKORO
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA F C421
HOMARE BLUE 38 (USA)

PURCHASER

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB170031
11/01/2017
Fullblood

ZEWB170031 A ready to use son of the most popular sire
in South Africa, HeartBrand Red Emperor! He is a moderate
framed, good bodied and wide bull from end to end. Here’s
a Red Emperor son that has power and marbling in one
package!

PRICE

LOT 34
WF160609
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

YUKIHARUNAMI
TF YUKIHARUNAMI 4
TF CHIYOTAKE 8/1
Sire: MOYHU F054
TWA SHIKIKAN (IMP USA) (ET)
MOYHU 430
MOYHU FY135
Animal: Winterberg 609 ZEWB17028
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: OASIS HIKOHIME H044
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
OASIS HIKOHIME F023
HARWOOD HIKOHIME - 1

PURCHASER

PRICE
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FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WF160609
29/12/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

WF160609 beautiful heifer and is the result of an imported
embryo. She features size and milk on her Dams side,
with 151, TF147 and Haruki 2 all featuring. On the sire’s
side Shikikan features. He is a son of Suzitani, possibly the
greatest cow to ever leave Japan. She has been AI’ed to
Michifuku.
Michifuku is thought to be the best carcass bull ever
to leave Japan. Even with smalled framed offspring, his
progeny’s carcass characteristics are superb. Michifuku was
formerly the number one marbling bull in the US Wagyu sire
summary, and consistently ranks high up for the Rib eye area.
According to the World K’s group, Michifuku’s progeny in
Australia which total over 12000 F1 Calves: 85% graded 9+
marble score, 15% graded 7-9 Marble score.
The resulting progeny of this cross should produce good
growth, milk and marbling.

LOT 35
BA100443
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction
ET Donor

TOTAL: 1

BA100443
13/09/2010
Fullblood Inspection Date: 14/08/17
ICP = 377 AFC = 35 DLC = 1031
Yes

Missy, one of biggest full blood cows, gets her size from her
sire, Blackmore Aizatzurudoi. He compares well in size to
100% Kedaka and Fujiyoshi bulls and is known for breeding
outstanding daughters. On the dam side she has the ever
reliable Westholme bull, Kitateruyasudoi.

DAI 2 YASUTSURU
JVP FUKUTSURU-068
TERUYASU J649663
Sire: BLACKMORE AIZATZURUDOI Y398
KIKUTSURUDOI TF146
TAKEDA FARM AIZAKURA U100
AIZAKURA 8 J992750
Animal: WOODVIEW MISSY
TERUNAGADOI 1742
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
YOSHIMI 3 601124
Dam: WOODVIEW MEGAN 4TH
TF KIKUHANA
WOODVIEW MEGAN
TF HIKOKURA 8/3

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

Confirmed pregnant.
Ran with PK15-03 and PK 15-05

PRICE

LOT 36
WC160002
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WC160002
25/03/2016
Fullblood

WC160002 is a bull with strong growth on the sire side in
Itomoritaka (ETJ 002) and a lot of marbling in Michifuku and
Fukutsuru 068 on the dam side.
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOHIRASHIGE J1555
HIRASHIGEKIYOSHI J112988 KURO
Sire: ITOMORITAKA J2703 HONGEN (JAP)
DAI 5 KEDAKAFUJI J1180
DAI 6 OEFUJII J565554 KURO KOH
OOE J101310 KURO KOH
Animal: WILLOW CREEK ITOMORIMICHI 1602
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Dam: ESF MICHI T-614-050
JVP FUKUTSURU-068
BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614
JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E

PURCHASER

In our opinion we therefore have balance which should
reflect in growth, milk and above average carcass qualities.
(A good bull to use on smaller breeds like the Nguni.)

PRICE
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AUCTION LOTS
LOT 37
ZEWB170030
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

DAI 10 MITSUMARU
HB BIG AL Q502
AKIKO
Sire: HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 7 MARUNAMI
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEWB17030
TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277
Dam: BALD RIDGE ANAKI
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA F C555
RWA YELLOW 10 (USA) (ET)

PURCHASER

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB170030
11/01/2017
Fullblood

A ready to use son of the most popular sire in South Africa,
HeartBrand Red Emperor! This bull phenotypically is very well
designed and shows good balance of traits and scrotal size.
Genetically, his pedigree blends different than most on his
dam’s side….

PRICE

LOT 38
BA160752
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Sire: WOODVIEW QUEST 001
IMUFQ0402 JVP FUKUKANE 402E
LAKE WAGYU FY011 (AI) (ET)
ILLFV0014 ILLABO SHINSETSU
Animal: WOODVIEW BA160752
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE J287 KURO IKU
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
DAI 5 YURUHIME J187250 KURO KO
Dam: WOODVIEW GABRIELA 2ND
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
WOODVIEW MEGAN 4TH
WOODVIEW MEGAN

PURCHASER

PRICE
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FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA160752
15/09/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

A pregnant fullblood heifer that is well bred and
shows a lot of potential. She has the Japanese legends,
HIRASHIGETAYASU (001) & KITATEUYASUDOI (003) in her
pedigree and is bred for greatness. An excellent heifer with
her life ahead of her!!!
‘n Dragtige volbloed vers wat goed geteel is en baie
potensiaal toon. Sy het die Japannese legendes,
HIRASHIGETAYASU (001) & KITATEUYASUDOI (003) in haar
stamboom. Sy is geteel vir die toekoms. N Uitstekende jong
vers met haar lewe voor haar!!!!

LOT 39
KOBE KR170034
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

Kobe KR140034
07/01/2017
Fullblood Inspection Date: 06/12/17

This is a very good bull for F1 cross breeding.
On the sire side. Oak Valley Kitatera a well proven bull in
South Africa with very good to high marbling scores on his
progeny.
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: OAK VALLEY KITATERA
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
BLACKMORE HIKOHIME Z075
BLACKMORE HIKOHIME V191
Animal: KOBE KR170034
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
Dam: KOBE KR 140008
ITOZURUDOI TF151
OASIS SONY D009
KCC WAGYU SONY

PURCHASER

His sire by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
best carcass bull to ever leave Japan. He formally was the
best marbeling bul in the U.S. Wagyu sire summary, and the
second in the ribeye area and fourth in back fat thickness.
On his dam side. His dam is a very good combination of
genetics for milk, growth and marbeling .
Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.
Dam side, a daughter of Itozurudoi TF151 (FBTI: $191) from
Takeda farms who produce large well balance calves
with good marbeling and good milk production. Her dams
dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan.

PRICE

LOT 40
AL5 YUKIHARUNAMI L0402 (ET) (AUS)
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

YUKIHARUNAMI
TF YUKIHARUNAMI 4
TF CHIYOTAKE 8/1
Sire: MOYHU F054
TWA SHIKIKAN (IMP USA) (ET)
MOYHU 430
MOYHU FY135
Animal: AL 5 YUKIHARUNAMI L0402 (ET)(AUS)
TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277
Dam: KALANGA SHIGEHOMARE G0007
SHIGEMARU 2124 (USA)
KALANGA SHIGE HOMARE D003
KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36

PURCHASER

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

AL160402
02/08/2016
Fullblood

By utilising TF Yakiharunami 4 in your pedigree, top TCI sires,
eg MACQUARIE WAGYU M0546, MACQUARIE WAGYU
M0477 (TCI’s of $526 and $523), can be produced. This
in combination with Australia’s top marbling Carcass Sire
Shikikan, and TF 150 forms a powerful base.
The maternal side we include 147, the new star of Breedplan
Terutani 40-1, and Itomichi 1-2.
This combination include marbling, size, and milk, this will
give you the competitive advantage in future.

PRICE
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AUCTION LOTS
LOT 41
WB180005
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: LAKE WAGYU C086
ITOZURUDOI TF151
LAKE WAGYU
BLACKMORE DAI 2 KINNTOU
Animal: MILAH N0005 (ET)( AUS)
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
Dam: WOODVIEW TWA SATUKU 3RD
ITOSHIGENAMI TF148
WOODVIEW ITOSHIGENAMI
TWA SATUKU (ET) (AI)

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

WB180005
26/01/2018
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

N005 is sired by C86, a Michifuku sired bull, with TF 151
as a 1st sire on the dams side. This will ensure marbling
and marbling fineness. The combination of TF 147 on
Itoshigenami/Michifuku was one that rarely fail. Therefor
in this young heifer which is starting her career you can
expect marbling, marbling fineness, as well as rib-eye size
in her progeny, combined with size, growth and milk from
Itoshigefuji.

PRICE

LOT 42
KOBE KR170036
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

Kobe KR140036
09/01/2017
Fullblood Inspection Date: 06/12/17

This is a very good bull for F1 cross breeding.
On the sire side. Oak Valley Kitatera a well proven bull in
South Africa with very good to high marbling scores on his
progeny.
MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: OAK VALLEY KITATERA
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
BLACKMORE HIKOHIME Z075
BLACKMORE HIKOHIME V191
Animal: KOBE KR170036
ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
Dam: KOBE KR 140007
ITOZURUDOI TF151
OASIS ITO MICHI E019
CAMPANELLA ITO MICHI (ET)

PURCHASER

PRICE
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His sire by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
best carcass bull to ever leave Japan. He formally was the
best marbeling bul in the U.S. Wagyu sire summary, and the
second in the ribeye area and fourth in back fat thickness.
On his dam side. His dam is a very good combination of
genetics for milk, growth and marbling.
Sired by Itoshigefuji TF147. He was a extremely large bull
who according to some web info weight up to 1 197kg.
According to his ebv’s it proves that his growth in all aspects
are far above breed average and his milk production.
Dam side, a daughter of Itozurudoi TF151 (FBTI: $191) from
Takeda farms who produce large well balance calves
with good marbling and good milk production. Her dams
dam is sired by World K’s Michifuku. He is thought to be the
the best carcass bull to ever leave Japan.

LOT 43
BA120692
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

ITOFUJI J483 KURO IKU
ITOSHIGEFUJI 147
DIA 30 NOBORU J920752
Sire: WOODVIEW RELIABLE TF 147
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
LAKE WAGYU B77 (ET) (AI)
LAKE WAGYU Y046
Animal: WOODVIEW CAMPANELLA
ITOKITAZURU J1081
ITOZURUDOI TF151
YASUHIME J433313
Dam: WOODVIEW CAMPANELLA 316
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
CAMPANELLA ITO MICHI (ET)
TWAFS0238 TWA DONO

PURCHASER

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA120692
19/09/2012
Fullblood Inspection Date: 22/07/16
ICP = 356 AFC = 35 DLC = 342

In terms of Wagyu Breeding she is tops. She combines 4 of
the Japanese greatest sires. She breeds milk, size, marbling
and marbling fineness. MICHIFUKU should also increase ribeye area. Don’t miss her she is a gem and you could build a
herd with her.
She ran with BA14-004, BA15-352 & BA15-400.
In terme van Wagyu teling is sy tops. Sy kombineer 4
van die bekendste Japannese bulle. Sy kombineer melk,
grootte, marmering en marmering fynheid in haar bloedlyn.
MICHIFUKU sal ook die ribeye area verhoog. Moenie haar mis
nie, sy is ‘n juweel en jy kan ‘n kudde met haar bou.
Sy loop saam met BA14-004, BA15-352 & BA15-400.

PRICE

LOT 44
ZEWB170040
SPECIES: AKAUSHI
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook

TWA KAJIKARI
KALANGA KAJIKARI B0125
KALANGA ALMIKO V2277
Sire: BALD RIDGE HENSHIN
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA STARMIKO B218
KALANGA ALMIKO (USA)
Animal: EBUHLANTI ZEEB17040
HEARTBRAND RED STAR
KALANGA RED STAR C402
KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36
Dam: BALD RIDGE JANETTO
HEARTBRAND RED EMPEROR (USA)
KALANGA F C0037
KALANGA ALMIKO (USA)

PURCHASER

MALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

ZEWB170040
17/02/2017
Fullblood

Here’s a bull with the additional performance and muscularity
demanded by progressive cattlemen. Wagyu breeders have
seen Bald Ridge Henshin pedigrees offered at public auction
only a few times. We feel he is a top son of Henshin that
combines functionality with body mass. And best yet, the
highly proven marbling foundation females (Namiko and
Akiko) are very rich in this pedigree!

PRICE
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AUCTION LOTS
LOT 45
BA160870
SPECIES: BLACK
Identification
Birth Date
HerdBook
Reproduction

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BA160870
04/10/2016
Fullblood
ICP = n/a AFC = n/a DLC = n/a

In our opinion she was bred out of one of Woodview’s best
bulls, Woodview Republic Mich.

MONJIRO
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
MICHIKO
Sire: WOODVIEW REPUBLIC MICH
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
LAKE WAGYU B51 (AI) (ET)
LAKE WAYU Y043 (AI)
Animal: WOODVIEW BA160870
KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
WOODVIEW KITATERUYASU
WOODVIEW TIENKIE
Dam: WOODVIEW CASTLE 7 154
WOODVIEW GRANT
WOODVIEW MEGAN 2ND
WOODVIEW MEGAN

PURCHASER

She is due to calve down at 2 years’ of age, which says a lot
about her fertility.
With Kitateruyasudoi on both her Sire and Dam side, she is
bred for marbling.
Confirmed pregnant. She ran with BA15-364, BA16-933,
Ba15-458 and BA16-852.

PRICE

FB1614 [WKS - 1164] WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB2907 [1593] WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB1617 [976] WORLD K’S SUZUTANI
FB8177 [JJR30T] BAR R SHIGESHIGETANI 30T B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB4955 [JJR 2 K] BAR R MICHISURU 2 K B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB5969 [68P] BAR R 68P B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB4216 [18H] MISS BAR R 18H
Sire: PB13914 [52Y] BAR R 52Y B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB4955 [JJR 2 K] BAR R MICHISURU 2 K B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
PB6205 [JJR72P] BAR R 72P
PC4219 [JJR
[22G]
R 22G
FB4954
1 K]MISS
BARBAR
R TAKASURU
1 K B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
PB9208
[JJR16T]
PB6300
[7P]BAR
BARR R16T
7P B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11C, F13F
FB2101 [068]
FUKUTSURU-068
B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11C, F13F
PC4219
[22G] JVP
MISS
BAR R 22G
PB5215
MISS
BAR
R 52L
PB6719
[10S] [JJR
BAR52L]
R 10S
B3F,
CHSF,
CL16F, F11F
PC4219[ETJ
[22G]
BAR R 22G J2703 B3F, CHSC, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB681
002]MISS
ITOMORITAKA
PB5147 [9942] SUZIWONG B3F, CHSC, CL16F, F11F
PB3902 [7981] BR MS KIKUHANA 7981
Dam: PB10038 [5U] BAR R 5U B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB2892 [14767] WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB4954 [JJR 1 K] BAR R TAKASURU 1 K B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB3090
[T10E] JVP
MS FUKUSHIGE
T10E
FB548 [J10328]
YASUMI
DOI
PB5708
[JJR 13P]
BAR R 13P
B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB201
[] MONJIRO
11550
FB4223
BAR
R MICHIFUKU 328H
FB203 [][328H]
HARUMI
1086409
PB5124
BAR R 29L
FB1615
[WKS [JJR29L]
- 1139] WORLD
K’S MICHIFUKU B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13FFB1615
PC2941
BAR-R-18E
FB211 [] [18E]
TANISHIGE
1526
FB215 [] MICHIKO 655635
FB216 [] MICHIFUKU 494290
Sire: FB2501 [8898] WORLD K’S SANJIROU B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB212 [J472] YASUTANI DOI
FB211 [] TANISHIGE 1526
FB213 [J10328]
[] TETSUSHIGE
5 101117
FB548
YASUMI
DOI
FB1617
[976][] WORLD
K’S11550
SUZUTANI
FB201
MONJIRO
FB219 [][] HARUMI
SHIGESHIGENAMI
FB203
1086409 10632
FB227
472255
FB1615
[WKS[]- SUZUNAMI
1139] WORLD
K’S MICHIFUKU B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13FFB1615
FB228 [][] TANISHIGE
SUZUKO 289535
FB211
1526
FB215 [] MICHIKO 655635
FB216 [] MICHIFUKU 494290
Dam: FB6831 [050] ESF MICHI T-614-050 B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB306 [] DAI 2 YASUTSURU 774
FB2101 [068] JVP FUKUTSURU-068 B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11C, F13F
FB307 [] TERUYASU 649663
FB5074 [0614] BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614
FB2100 [400] JVP KIKUYASU-400 B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F, F13F
FB3100 [5298E] JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E B3F, CHSF, CL16F, F11F
FB2105 [298] JVP KIKUHANA 298
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LOT 46
FB18363 X PB17438 (IN UTERO)
SPECIES: BLACK

FEMALE: 1

TOTAL: 1

BAR R ARIMURA 30B Is the first PB
HOMOZYGOUS POLLED WAGYU BULL
bred in the USA in 2012, and a half
brother to BAR R -AB 6123 the record
priced Wagyu bull sold for US $115,000 at
the same public auction creating a New
American Wagyu Breed sale record at the
BAR R Ranch in the USA sale on the 19th
of May 2018.
PURCHASER

PRICE

TIMED AUCTION
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SIGN IN
Provide email or Username and click on Sign in to use the app
Apply for auction registration to bid on CWB Timed Auction 2018. Menu option: Click top left to open menu.
Select Auctions. Click below auction image on the button:
Reg. status: APPLY
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Check if lot is open for bidding. Each lot may open and close
for bidding at different times. Check the status of each lot for
its bidding status. A countdown appears top right while a lot
is open for bidding.

CWB

Click on BID. To bid, click on one of the three bid increment
options below the words Click below to bid. A bid is
entered each time a click is received on a bid increment
button. Your bids are identified as you in the app.

AUTOMATED BID INCREMENTATION AND ANTI-SNIPING
Depending on the prevailing bid pattern of all bidders on a lot, the CWB app will automatically adjust bid
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No bid amounts are individually entered. Bids can only be entered by clicking on one of the bid incrementation
options provided.
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closing time, the lot will automatically stay open for bidding for a further five minutes. This will continue until no
bids are received within two minutes of closing for each lot.
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TIMED AUCTION LOTS

LIVE LOTS

LOT 1

LOT 2

4 X POENA VERSE
Besondere Wagyu x Angus verse. Almal poena’s uit MFC Hirashige 0-40, en
BB12-16. Die sal ‘n besondere basis vorm veral vir die telers wat dink aan
die opkomende “Poena”-revolusie. Hierdie pakkie gaan saam met 10 Strooitjies ingevoerde Volbloed Wagyu Semen. Diere is volledig DNA geverifieer
en alle iere sal teen die datum van die veiling geregistreer wees.

LOT 3

5 X ROOI F1 VERSE
Bonsmara x Wagyu kruis. GeKI met AL15-004

LOT 5

5 X F1 HEIFERS
5 x F1 (Polled) Heifers sired by a double cross Michifuku bull. This lot will
come with 10 Straws of TAMARIND T4 KANADAGENE 14/2, Sired by one
of the rarest and most sought after Bulls Kanadagene DM 100, a son of
one of the best, if not the best female out of Japan, Suzutani. DM100 is
sired by Michifuku a renowned breed leader. DM 100 is highly regarded in
wagyu herds in Australia and overseas and has proven to be adaptable from
F1 to full blood production. This bull also features 003 and Haruki on his
Dam’s side. He will add size, marbling and eye muscle, via his high in Tajima
content pedigree
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4 X F1 KOEIE MET F2 KALLERS
Moontlik Dragtige F1 verse met kallers, ge-KI met MFC Hirashige 0-40 of
BB12-16. Koop tyd met hierdie 4 besondere vrugbare verse verse en jy het
dadelik ‘n Wagyu Boerdery. Hierdie pakkie gaan saam met 10 Strooitjies
ingevoerde Volbloed Wagyu Semen. Diere is volledig DNA geverifieer en alle
diere sal teen die datum van die veiling geregistreer wees.

LOT 4

5 X ROOI F1 VERSE
Bonsmara x Wagyu kruis. Verkoop saam 10x strootjies van BA15-368.

LOT 6

5 X F1 HEIFERS
5 x F1 Heifers sired by a double cross Michifuku Bull. All heifers are polled.
This lot will come with 10 Straws of TAMARIND T4 KANADAGENE 14/2,
Sired by one of the rarest and most sought after Bulls Kanadagene DM
100, a son of one of the best, if not the best female out of Japan, Suzutani.
DM100 is sired by Michifuku a renowned breed leader. DM 100 is highly
regarded in wagyu herds in Australia and overseas and has proven to be
adaptable from F1 to full blood production. This bull also features 003 and
Haruki on his Dam’s side. He will add size, marbling and eye muscle, via his
high in Tajima content pedigree.

TIMED AUCTION LOTS

EMBRYOS

LOT 7

4 X EMBRYOS

Bald Ridge Henshin x Kalanga
C17
www.wagyu.org.au

The Sire Henshin is large framed, easy going and one of the
best bulls among his contemporaries with exceptional EDP’s;
lots of growth and great Breedplan figures. He is in the top
5% of the Australian breed plan for 200 and 600 day weight
and top 10% for the 400 day weight. The Dam is Sired by the
legendary Heartbrand Red Emperor, a Big Al son which have
positively influenced almost the complete Australian Akaushi
herd.

LOT 8

6 X EMBRYOS

Bald Ridge Henshin x Kalanga
C17
www.wagyu.org.au

The Sire Henshin is large framed, easy going and one of the
best bulls among his contemporaries with exceptional EDP’s;
lots of growth and great Breedplan figures. He is in the top
5% of the Australian breed plan for 200 and 600 day weight
and top 10% for the 400 day weight.
The bottom pedigree we find HIKAKIKO. HIKAKIKO is a high
performance dam and her progeny are very easy doing. She
also goes back to marbling females AKKIKO and MITSUTAKE
to add even more value to this already royally bred female.

LOT 9

5 X EMBROYS

www.wagyu.org.za

3 x Yasufuku JNR x KR1626
2 x Yasufuku JNR x KR1628

LOT 10

6 X EMBRYOS
3
3

AACFG1162 x AACFG1193

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME SHIGEAKASAKA 5

AACFG1162 x AACFG1193
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME NAMIKAZE 7

6 X EMBRYOS
3

AACFG1162 x AACFG1195

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME ITOFUJIKATSU 2/5

3

REDF0025 x AACFG1183
www.wagyu.org.au

REDBANK WAGYU D0025 X WESTHOLME NAMIKAZE 5

5 X EMBRYOS
3

REDF0025 x AACFG1189

REDBANK WAGYU D0025 X WESTHOLME SR OKANAMI 3

2

REDF0025 x AACFG1194
www.wagyu.org.au

REDBANK WAGYU D0025 X WESTHOLME NAMIKAZE 7

7 X EMBRYOS
3

REDF0025
AACFG1184
www.wagyu.org.au

REDBANK WAGYU D0025 X WESTHOLME SHIGEYOSHI 2

4

REDF0025
AACFG1188
www.wagyu.org.au

REDBANK WAGYU D0025 X WESTHOLME KITATSURU 6

5 X EMBRYOS
3

AACFG1162
AACFG1172
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME ITOFUJIMICHIYAMA 5

1

AACFG1162
AACFG1176
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME NAMIKZE 3

1

AACFG1162
AACFG1186
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME KITATSURU 5

6 X EMBRYOS
1

AACFG1162
AACFG1166
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME ITOFUJIKATSU 2/2

2

AACFG1162
AACFG1176
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME NAMIKZE 3

3

AACFG1162
AACFG1171
www.wagyu.org.au

WESTHOLME SR ASH X WESTHOLME GOS YASUSATO

LOT 11

LOT 12

LOT 13

LOT 14

LOT 15

www.wagyu.org.au

www.wagyu.org.za

www.wagyu.org.au
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TIMED AUCTION LOTS

EMBRYOS

LOT 16

6 X EMBRYOS

PB13914 X CC MS KIKUHIME 5 Bar R 52Y
www.wagyu.org

LOT 17

6 X EMBRYOS

ARWFJ0034 X ACCFE0157
www.wagyu.org.au

A bull loaded with Big Al genetics in his pedigree.Recital has
been an outstanding calf since his birth on 15 Sep 2013. A
natural calf with a 35 kg. birth weight he was raised to a
weaning weight of 280 Kgs or 616 lbs.He tested free of all
genetic disorders

LOT 18

6 X EMBRYOS

SMOFF0126 X MC3FE0003
www.wagyu.org.au

Top 1% Fullblood sire with a FTI of +$431. SUMO
MICHIFUKU F126 is 62.5% TAJIMA and 37.5% SHIMANE.

LOT 19

6 X EMBRYOS

PMGFL00013 X MC3FE0003
www.wagyu.org.au

PMGFL00013 sits in the top 0.1% of the breed for the FTI.
The sire of PMGFL00013 is Mayura Itoshigenami Jnr, which
up until very recently, was the highest indexed bull alive
worldwide.PMGFL00013 has a FTI of +$440.

LOT 20

6 X EMBRYOS

BAR R ARIMURA 30B X CCCF
D0390
www.wagyu.org.au

Bar R Arimura 30B is a homozygous polled purebred.

LOT 21

6 X EMBRYOS

ARWF H0018 X ARWF G0003
www.wagyu.org.au

Tambo sits at the top of the breed for all growth traits. With
Tamamaru sire side and Big Al on the dam side, he presents
a balanced high performance genetic equation.Dai 10
Mitsumaru, on the maternal side, was ranked No 1
in the progeny test in Kumamato, Japan in 1998. Akiko, also
on the maternalside brings high fertility traits.

CERTIFIED WAGYU - INSURANCE
PSG GAME STUD & RISK is available to arrange comprehensive
insurance for your purchases, to protect your valuable
investment in these exceptional animals. Dawie van der Linde,
known to most of you, has been insuring stud/pedigree animals
for the past 29 years. He has developed the best value for money
product via Natsure (underwritten by Guardrisk) to cover your
risk exposure. The cover includes:
Comprehensive annual cover summary
•
Natural causes (i.e. fire, lightning, snakebite etc.)
•
Infertility of a bull resulting from accident or Illness
•
Red water
•
Heart water
•
Gall sickness
•
Calf extension included (80/20)
•
Plant poisoning
•
Transit
•
Theft
This cover is for a period of one year from the inception date, starting
with the fall of the hammer at the auction.
Alternatively a 30 day comprehensive cover, including transit, is
available if you require a shorter period of cover than the annual cover
described above.
DAWIE VAN DER LINDE | C +27 (82) 888 1506 | T +27 (12) 679 0511 | E gamestudrisk@psg.co.za | psg.co.za
PSG Wealth Financial Planning (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider. FSP 728
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TIMED AUCTION LOTS

SEMEN

LOT 22

LOT 23

HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278 (WESFZ0278)
(6 X SEMEN STRAWS)
LOT A

WESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278 - IMPORTED

The first bull I purchased in 2005 after he sold with his dam at the last sale
of Chris Walker before the herd was sold to AA Co. and what an outstanding
bull he has become. He is a combination of the three great Westholme bulls,
his sire is the great ETJ001 whose sire Dai 20 Hirashige is claimed as one
of the top 15 bulls in Japan. His dam is by ETJ003 who in turn was out of a
daughter of the high milk and muscle bull ETJ002.
Z278 has grown into a big bull, his weight at the highest being almost
1000 kg., and he is a frame 8. He has been widely used in Australia, North
American and Mexico with great results for not only is Z278 the top carcass
weight bull in the 2014 Research EBV’s but he is a trait leader in growth,
milk, testicle size and EMA.
Added to that Z278 is AA in the SCD test which test for the fat which melts
at a lower temperature and is higher in health values. He has tested free of
all genetic disorders and at 10 years of age and after many years of natural
service is still very sound and fit.

KALANGA RED STAR C402 (KALFC0402)
(10 X SEMEN STRAWS)
LOT B

KALANGA RED STAR C402 - IMPORTED

Kalanga Red Star is one of the premier red bulls to come out of the Australian breeding program with a large frame and breed plan figures well above
average.
He grew into a big bull, a high performance sire and his progeny are very
easy doing. “As I only had a few cows at the time I purchased C402, after
the semen collection he was sold back to Kalanga.” Barbara Roberts Thompson, Academy Wagyu.
He is a high performance sire and his progeny are very easy doing. The great
Red Star whose progeny have excelled in the U.S. and Australia. A daughter
of Red Star won the inaugural Wagyu Show in Houston and later sold for
$ 44,000. Red Star’s progeny in Australia are marbling exceptionally well.
He is a useful sire being different in the pedigree and is free of all genetic
disorders.

Z278 was the sire of the wining carcass in the 2014 Branded Beef Competition – Grass Fed Class. This is probably the best bull for breeding females,
she has got milk, size growth and the carcasses have exceptional
conformation.

LOT 24

ASHWOOD PARK FX007
(10 X SEMEN STRAWS)
This Big Al son on a Shigemaru daughter is probably the best combination
for producing high marbling reds that will be productive for many years.
This combination out of Kumamoto cattle produce a carcase quality and
consistency superior to all other breeds. Kumamoto Wagyu naturally contain
enhanced marbling throughout which results in an intense buttery flavour as
well as juiciness and extreme tenderness

LOT 25

ASHWOODPARK VIRILE
(10 X SEMEN STRAWS)
The exceptional breeding comes from the sire’s sire Shigemaru. He was one
of the three imported bulls that came to the United States from Japan. Shigemaru is the most widely used of the sire lines for his breeding versatility.
He is known for moderating frame size, adding body mass and structural
width in his progeny. His daughters are built broody, good footed and are
high maternal performers.
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LOT 26

HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
(IMJFAJ2351) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
As Hirashigetayasu Doi (IMP JAP) is one of only two Kedaka blood bred
bulls outside of Japan, this makes him one of the best out cross sires in the
Wagyu breeding business in Australia. Hirashigetayasu Doi (IMP JAP) gives
the breeder all that he can want and there are few bulls in the industry that
can lay claim in being able to do just that.

LOT 28

KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 HONGEN
(IMJFAJ2810) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Kitareruyasu Doi (IMP JAP) is one of the three foundation sires of Australian
Agricultural Company in Australia. Kitareruyasu Doi (IMP JAP) produces a
bigger frame size than most other 100% Tajima bred bulls.
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SEMEN

LOT 27

HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 HONGEN
(IMJFAJ2351) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
As Hirashigetayasu Doi (IMP JAP) is one of only two Kedaka blood bred
bulls outside of Japan, this makes him one of the best out cross sires in the
Wagyu breeding business in Australia. Hirashigetayasu Doi (IMP JAP) gives
the breeder all that he can want and there are few bulls in the industry that
can lay claim in being able to do just that.

LOT 29

WESTHOLME HIRAMICHI TSURU
(AACFF0758) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Highest breed efficiency bull at AACo . Trait leader for growth. Milk +4 with
a terminal carcass index of $420.00

TIMED AUCTION LOTS

LOT 30

ACADEMY RED WAGYU TAMBO H18
(ARWFH0018) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Tambo sits at the top of the breed for all growth traits. With Tamamaru sire
side and Big Al on the dam side, he presents a balanced high performance
genetic equation.Dai 10 Mitsumaru, on the maternal side, was ranked No 1
in the progeny test in Kumamato, Japan in 1998. Akiko, also on the maternal
side brings high fertility traits.

LOT 32

SHER ZURUSHIGE B119
(SWSFB0119) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)

SEMEN

LOT 31

ACADEMY RED WAGYU TAMBO H18
(ARWFH0018) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Tambo sits at the top of the breed for all growth traits. With Tamamaru sire
side and Big Al on the dam side, he presents a balanced high performance
genetic equation.Dai 10 Mitsumaru, on the maternal side, was ranked No 1
in the progeny test in Kumamato, Japan in 1998. Akiko, also on the maternal
side brings high fertility traits.

LOT 33

SHER ZURUSHIGE B119
(SWSFB0119) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)

SWSFB0119 is a proven bull with carcass data from 167 fullblood progeny
and 93% of the carcasses have graded as MS 9. What attracted us to the
bull is his carcass data, plus he is 4x the Breed average on milk which is
very rare.

SWSFB0119 is a proven bull with carcass data from 167 fullblood progeny
and 93% of the carcasses have graded as MS 9. What attracted us to the
bull is his carcass data, plus he is 4x the Breed average on milk which is
very rare.

He is almost an outcross as his sire TF151 Itozurudoi’s genetics is very rare
and semen has just been sold for R30 000 per straw in Australia.

He is almost an outcross as his sire TF151 Itozurudoi’s genetics is very rare
and semen has just been sold for R30 000 per straw in Australia.
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SEMEN

LOT 34

LOT 35

WESTHOLME D0671 (AACFD0671)
(5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
D671’s progeny has consistently been in the top 5% for marbling at AACo

LOT 36

PEPPERMILL GROVE L13 (PMGFL00013)
(5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
PMGFL00013 sits in the top 0.1% of the breed for the FTI of +$440. The sire
of PMGFL00013 is Mayura Itoshigenami Jnr, which up until very recently,
was the highest indexed bull alive worldwide.

LOT 38

KIRO KIN KANADAGENE E36 (KKWFE0036)
(5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Kuro Kin Kanadagene is sired by the extremely high performing bull
Kanadagene 100. He is a rare outcross to many of the other well known
marbling genetic lines so has a very big roll to play in the breed.
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ITOZURU DOI ETNO2 TF 771 (TF 771)
(5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Cloned to TF151

LOT 37

GINJO MARBLEMAX B901 (GINFB0901)
(5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Ginjo Marblemax B901
Terminal carcass index of +$241.

LOT 39

THE WRIGHT WAGYU MASTERCHEF
(ACCFE0146) (5 X SEMEN STRAWS)
Weighing in at over 1000kgs, Masterchef unsurprisingly sat in the top 1%
of the breed for all growth traits. He puts a high ADG and carcass yield into
all his progeny. He won the Gold Medal “Wagyu - Champion of the World
2015”, Gold Medal “Wagyu - Champion of Asia/Africa 2015”, an international competition judged by a panel of judges and contested by breeders from
62 countries. It is well known that the Akaushi cattle grow and marble well
off grass and will compete favorably on growth and marbling with any breed.

WAGYU BREEDPLAN EBVs AND INDEXES
FULLBLOOD TERMINAL INDEX
THE FULLBLOOD
TERMINAL INDEX
UTILISES THE CARCASS
WEIGHT EBV AND THE
MARBLE SCORE EBV
BECAUSE THESE ARE
THE TRAITS WHICH
DETERMINE THE PRICE
OF WAGYU CARCASSS.
The assumptions used to calculate the Index
are a 420kg carcass, a base price of $8.50/
kg carcass weight and an increase/decrease
in value of the carcass of $1kg per marbling
score. It is assumed that only half of the

difference in EBVs will be passed on to the
progeny because only half the genes come
from the sire.

on average add $505 to the value of its
progeny compared to a sire with a zero
Index.

If a sire has a Carcass Weight EBV of 0 and
a Marble Score EBV of +0.0 it will have an
Index of zero.

If a sire has a carcass weight EBV of -20kg
and an Marble Score EBV of -2.0 the
reduction in value due to the reduced
carcass weight will be -$85 (-10kg @ $8.50)
and the reduction in value to the one less
marble score will be -$400 (400kg @ $1).
It will have an Index of -$485 (-$85 -$400).
The value of the progeny of this sire will on
average be $485 less than a sire with an
Index of zero.

If a sire has a Carcass Weight EBV of
+20kg and a Marble Score EBV of +2.0
the value of the additional 10kg of carcass
weight is $85 (10kg @$8.50) and the
value of one additional marble score is
$420 (420kg@$1). The sire will have an
Index of +$505 ($85 + $420). This sire will
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VEILINGSREËLS,
BEDINGE EN
VOORWAARDES
1. Hierdie veiling word gehou onder die beheer
van BKB Beperk/ BKB van Wyk (Edms) Beperk/
BKBLouwid (Edms) Beperk (hierna “die Afslaer”
genoem) met besigheidspersele geleë te:
H/V JJ Hadebe-& Carolina Straat, Frankfort, 9830
2. Die Afslaer word hier deur benoem deur die Koper
en Verkoper om op te tree vir en namens die Koper
en Verkoper as agent in ooreenstemming met Artikel
54 van die Belasting op Toegevoegde Waarde Wet,
1991, ten opsigte van alle belasting fakture, krediet
en / of debiet notas ten opsigte lewendehawe, wild
en/of ander goedere aangebied by die veiling of
enige koste van vervoer en versekering spremies wat
namens die Koper en Verkoper betaal is.
3. Die reëls van hierdie veiling is ooreenkomstig met die
bepalings van Art 45 en alle relevante regulasies tot
die Verbruikers Beskermings Wet Nr 68 van 2008.
4. Vir groter duidelikheid, bepaal Art 45(1-4) soos volg:
4.1 W
 anneer na veilings verwys word, sluit dit
eksekusie verkopings gemagtig deur ‘n hofbevel
in, insover die hofbevel vereis dat die verkope
van bates deur middel van ‘n veiling moet
plaasvind.
4.2 Wanneer bates in lotte te koop aangebied word
op ‘n veiling, elke lot, tot die teendeel bewys
word, geag word ‘n aparte transaksie te wees.
4.3 Verkope deur middel van ‘n veiling word as
finaal beskou wanneer die Afslaer die verkoop
van ‘n spesifieke item of lot as voltooid
aankondig deur die val van die hamer of op
enige ander gebruiklike manier. Tot en met
hierdie aankondiging, kan ‘n bod herroep word.
4.4 Vroegtydige kennis moet gegee word as die
veiling en/of lot onderworpe is aan:
4.4.1 n Reserwe of minimum bod; of
4.4.2 Die reg van die eienaar of Afslaer om op
die veiling te bie, of enige ander persoon
namens die eienaar of Afslaer te bie.
5. Tot en met die toestaan van ‘n bod deur die Afslaer,
soos bedoel in Art 45(3), is die Afslaer geregtig om
enige bod te verwerp wat nie aan die regulasies
voldoen nie en die hoogste bod aan te wys.
6. Hierdie veiling is nie ‘n absolute veiling nie, maar
onderworpe aan reserwe pryse vasgestel deur die
Verkoper en uitgewys deur die Afslaer voor die
verkoop van elke bate of lot.
7. Hierdie veiling sal op die datum en tyd begin soos
geadverteer of gepubliseer en sal nie uitgestel of
later begin om enige lid of groep van die publiek
in staat te stel om aan die veiling te mag deelneem
nie.
8. Indien die Afslaer bewus raak van enige fout op
advertensie materiaal of enige ander publikasie of
enige wysiging in hierdie veilingsreëls, sal die Afslaer
spesifiek die wysigings in die reëls uitwys sowel as
die foute in die advertensie of publikasie.
9. Enige persoon wat die veiling bywoon om self te bie
moet, voor die aanvang van die veiling, registreer
as ‘n Koper op die kopersrol en voldoen aan die
vereistes soos voorgeskryf in Hoofstuk 1 van FICA
2001 en die kopersrol/koperskaarte onderteken.
10. Enige persoon wat die veiling bywoon om namens
‘n ander persoon te bie, moet behoorlik daartoe
gemagtig word deur middel van ‘n magtingskrywe
van sy prinsipaal en beide die persoon en sy
prinsipaal moet voor die veiling op die kopersrol
registreer deur die nodige informasie te verskaf
soos voorgeskryf in Hoofstuk 1 van die regulasies
uitgereik in terme van FICA 2001 ten opsigte van
die bewys van identiteit en moet die kopersrol/
koperskaart onderteken.
11. Waar die prinsipaal ‘n maatskappy is, sal die
magtigingskrywe op die briefhoof van die
maatskappy verskyn en vergesel word met ’n
gesertifiseerde afskrif van die resolusie wat die
persoon magtig om so te doen. (Vir doeleindes
van hierdie reël, sluit die verwysing na maatskappy
ook ‘n verwysing in na enige juridiese persoon,
insluitend vennootskappe, trusts of regsliggame).
12. Alle Kopers het ‘n reg om die bates te koop
aangebied te inspekteer en die Afslaer sal redelike
tyd en toegang hiervoor toelaat voor aanvang van
die veiling.
13. Alle lewendehawe, wild en bates word voetstoots
verkoop en die Kopers geniet nie die beskerming
soos uiteengesit in Art 55 en 56 van die Verbruikers
Beskermings Wet nie.
14. Enige inligting verstrek met betrekking tot die
gehalte, teling, geslagsboom, ouderdom, datum
van dekking, kondisie, reproduktiewe status of

vermoë, vrugbaarheid, gesondheidstoestand,
produksievermoë, massa of enige aspek van die
lewendehawe en/of wild, word deur die Verkoper
verstrek en enige wanvoorstelling deur die Verkoper
is sonder die medewete of samewerking van die
Afslaer. Enige verhaalsreg voortspruitend uit so ‘n
wanvoorstelling sal uitsluitlik teen die Verkoper
wees.
15. ‘n Bod gemaak sluit nie Belasting op Toegevoegde
Waarde in nie. BTW sal, waar van toepassing, by
die prys gebie gevoeg word op alle fakture wat
uitgereik word.
16. Alle verkope geskied kontant en die koopprys
is onmiddellik betaalbaar aan die Afslaer na
aanvaarding van die bod, tensy vooraf anders met
die Afslaer ooreengekom is. Enige kontantbetalings
is verder onderworpe aan kontant of enige ander
hanteringsfooie. Sou die koper egter versuim om
binne 7 dae van lewering te betaal, is BKB geregtig
om rente by die uitstaande bedrae te voeg bereken
teen die huidige bank prima koers plus 5%,
maandeliks bereken en gekapitaliseer.
17. Indien die Koper nie die koopprys onmiddellik
betaal nie en verder geen gepaste reëlings met
die Afslaer getref het nie, sal/kan die Afslaer
die verkoop kanselleer en die bate of lot as
onverkoopte bates hanteer en dit of weer aanbied
op die veiling of by afloop van die veiling uit die
hand uit namens die Verkoper verkoop, afhangend
van die Verkoper se mandaat aan die Afslaer.
18. Eiendomsreg in die lot sal gevestig bly in die
Verkoper totdat die koopprys daarvan ten volle
aan die Verkoper verreken is, met die voorbehoud
dat risiko in die bates of lot reeds by toestaan van
die bod oorgaan na die Koper soos uiteengesit in
klousule 23.
19. Indien die Koper wel vooraf gepaste reëlings met
BKB getref het, magtig die Koper BKB hiermee om
die koopprys, koste van vervoer en versekering of
enige ander ooreengekome koste, minus BKB se
kommissie, namens die Koper aan die Verkoper
en ander diensverskaffers te betaal, in welke geval
die gemelde koopprys, en koste geag word gelde
geleen en voorgeskiet te wees, die terme waarvan
ooreengekom is met die Koper in ‘n aparte
kredietooreenkoms of koopooreenkoms. Alle
betalings in terme van hierdie klousule wat deur
BKB gemaak moet word aan die Verkoper namens
die Koper sal deur BKB gemaak word na verstryking
van 5 werksdae vanaf datum van lewering aan
die Koper. Betalings voor verstryking van die 5
werksdae deur BKB aan die Verkoper word gemaak
in die uitsluitlike diskresie van BKB en is nie ‘n
afdwingbare vergunning nie.
20. Solank enige bedrag hierkragtens deur die Koper
aan BKB verskuldig is, mag die Koper, waar die
bates die onderwerp van sekuriteit is vir die Koper
se kredietfasiliteit met BKB, nie afstand doen van
die besit van die bates nie en mag die Koper nie die
bates of enige van sy regte of verpligtinge kragtens
hierdie ooreenkoms sedeer, afstaan, verpand of
andersins beswaar, verkoop, vervreem of aanbied
om die voornoemde te doen, of toelaat dat die
bates onderworpe raak aan enige retensiereg,
hipoteek, pand of ander beswaring of geregtelike
beslaglegging wat ookal die oorsaak daarvan nie.
BKB kan sy regte en belange hierin sedeer, afstaan
of vervreem, sonder afstanddoening of benadeling
van sy reg van invordering van enige gelde aan BKB
verskuldig.
21. Waar die Verkoper by die aangaan van hierdie
veiling reeds ‘n bedrag verskuldig is aan BKB of
enige filiaalmaatskappy of firma van BKB, ongeag
die skuldoorsaak van sodanige verskuldigheid,
magtig die Verkoper BKB onherroeplik om die
koopprys hiervan (minus BKB se kommissie) teen
die Verkoper se rekening te krediteer, synde
betaling van die koopprys namens die Koper te
wees.
22. Waar BKB, in terme van die ‘n kredietooreenkoms
gelde geleen of voorgeskiet het aan die Koper vir
die betaling van die koopprys van die bates en
die vervoerkoste en versekeringspremies, sal geen
verweer hoegenaamd wat die Koper teen die
Verkoper of vervoerkontrakteur of versekeraar het,
geopper word teen BKB nie en sal die Koper steeds
verplig wees om alle bedrae, tesame met ander
rente en kostes kragtens die kredietooreenkoms of
koopooreenkoms verskuldig aan BKB te betaal. Die
bepalings van hierdie klousule plaas geen beperking
op die Koper se reg om regte/remedies wat hy
mag hê teen die Verkoper, vervoerkontrakteur of
versekeraar uit te oefen nie.
23. Nog die Koper nog die Verkoper sal met betrekking
tot enige bedrag hierkragtens verskuldig geregtig
wees om skuldvergelyking toe te pas of betalings
te weerhou ten opsigte van eise teen mekaar of
teen BKB.
24. Elke lot sal onmiddellik nadat die bod toegestaan is
geag word as gelewer aan die Koper en sal daarna
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op die uitsluitlike risiko van die Koper wees, wie
op eie koste die lot of bate van die veilingsterrein
sal verwyder. Verwydering van enige bates of lotte
sal egter slegs toegelaat word na betaling van die
koopprys deur die Koper tensy die gepaste reëlings
met die Afslaer getref is en hy toegestem het tot
verwydering.
25. D
 ie Afslaer sal slegs die rede vir die veiling
aankondig indien dit enige rede anders is as ‘n
vrywillige verkoop van goedere deur die eienaar.
26. D
 ie kopersrol en die vendurol is beskikbaar vir
geregistreerde Kopers vir inspeksie deur middel van
‘n skriftelike versoek en met goeie rede, gedurende
besigheidsure by die besigheidspersele van die
Afslaer.
27. H
 ierdie veilingsreëls sal slegs by die veiling uitgelees
word indien dit nie beskikbaar was aan die publiek
by die besigheidspersele van die Afslaer nie. In die
geval van lewendehawe en/of wild veilings, bly die
veilingsreëls onveranderd en is dit in die algemeen
beskikbaar by die besigheidspersele van die Afslaer
en op die Afslaer se webtuiste.
28. B
 KB sal onder geen omstandighede hoegenaamd
deur enigiemand aanspreeklik gehou word vir
enige verlies of skade van enige aard hoegenaamd,
hetsy direkte of indirekte skade of gevolgskade
of andersins gely deur enigiemand, indien die
lewendehawe en/of wild op die veilingsterrein
onder kwarantyn geplaas word as gevolg van die
aanwesigheid van ‘n beheerde veesiekte onder
enige lewendehawe en/of wild op die veilingsterrein
nie. BKB sal die reg hê om die veiling te staak
en elke koop nietig te verklaar en geen party
hoegenaamd sal enige verhaalreg teen BKB hê
met betrekking tot die uitoefening van hierdie
bevoegdheid van BKB nie.
29. P artye wat enige permitte, verwyderingsertifikate,
dokumente van identifikasie of enige ander
statutêr voorgeskrewe dokument benodig, is
self aanspreeklik vir die verkryging daarvan.
Enige opdragte aan die Afslaer met betrekking
tot die laai, en/of vervoer en/of keuse van
vervoerkontrakteurs en/of versekering en/of
keuse van versekeraars en/of versorging van die
lewendehawe en/of wild of goedere voor of na
afloop van die veiling, word uitgevoer op die
algehele risiko van die Koper of Verkoper, na gelang
van die geval en die Afslaer sal nie aanspreeklik
gehou word vir enige verlies of skade van enige
aard hoegenaamd, hetsy direkte, indirekte,
gevolgskade of andersins, wat gely mag word
as gevolg van enige opdragte van ‘n Verkoper
of Koper uitgevoer deur die Afslaer. Die Afslaer
aanvaar egter verantwoordelikheid soos bedoel
in Art 65(2) van die Verbruikers Beskermings Wet
terwyl die goedere of lewendehawe en/of wild
onder beheer van die Afslaer is. Enige ooreenkoms
wat die Afslaer met die vervoerondernemer of
versekeraar mag aangaan, word deur die Afslaer
aangegaan as die verteenwoordiger van die Koper
of die Verkoper, na gelang van die geval. Alle
vervoerkoste en versekeringspremies is vooraf
betaalbaar aan die Afslaer in kontant tensy reëlings
tot die bevrediging van die Afslaer hieroor getref
is.
30. D
 ie Koper en die Verkoper stem toe tot die
jurisdiksie van die Landdroshof soos beoog
in Artikel 45 van Wet Nr 32 van 1944 ten
opsigte van enige aksie wat die Afslaer teen die
Koper of Verkoper mag instel, ondanks dat die
aangeleentheid, eisoorsaak, bedrag of waarde
die regspraak van daardie Hof mag oorskry, wat
kragtens Artikel 28 van die voornoemde Wet
jurisdiksie ten aansien van die Koper of Verkoper
het. Nieteenstaande die voorafgaande, sal die
Afslaer in sy uitsluitlike en absolute diskresie die reg
hê om ‘n regsgeding in enige Hooggeregshof van
bevoegde jurisdiksie in te stel.
31. E nige regskoste wat deur BKB aangegaan word as
gevolg van enige nie-nakoming van die Koper of
Verkoper se verpligtinge hierkragtens, insluitende
invorderingskommissie, sal deur BKB verhaal word
van die Koper of Verkoper, nagelang van die geval,
op die skaal soos tussen prokureur en eie kliënt.
32. G
 een wysiging, verandering of novasie van of
byvoeging tot hierdie voorwaardes en geen
afstanddoening deur BKB van enige van sy regte
hierkragtens sal enigsins van krag wees tensy dit op
skrif gestel is en onderteken is deur BKB nie.
33. G
 een toegewing of vergunning wat deur die
Afslaer aan die Koper of Verkoper toegestaan word
sal geag word om ‘n afstanddoening te wees van
enige van die Afslaer se regte hierkragtens nie en
sodanige toegewing of vergunning sal nie geag
word of vertolk word as ‘n novasie hiervan nie.
34. Indien enige bepaling hiervan onwettig is of
retrospektief onwettig gemaak word, sal daardie
onwettige bepaling geag word as deelbaar van die
res van die bepalings hiervan en pro non scripto.

RULES OF
AUCTION,
TERMS AND
CONDITIONS
1. This auction will be held under the control of BKB
Limited/ BKB van Wyk (Pty) Limited/ BKBLouwid (Pty)
Limited (hereinafter referred to as “the Auctioneer”)
with business premises situated at:
Corner of: JJ Hadebe-& Carolina Straat, Frankfort, 9830
2. The Auctioneer is hereby appointed by the Purchaser
and Seller to act for and on behalf of the Purchaser
and Seller as agent in accordance with Section 54 of
the Value-Added Tax Act, 1991, in respect of all tax
invoices, credit and/or debit notes in respect of all
livestock, game and/or goods offered at the auction
or any costs of transport and insurances premiums
paid for on behalf of the Purchaser and Seller.
3. The rules of this auction shall comply with the
provisions of Section 45 and all relevant regulations
to the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008.
4. For greater clarity Section 45(1-4) states as follows:
a) In this section, “auction” includes a sale in
execution of or pursuant to a court order, to the
extent that the order contemplates that the sale is
to be conducted by an auction.
b) When goods are put up for sale by auction,
each lot is, unless there is evidence to the
contrary, regarded to be the subject of a separate
transaction.
c) A sale by auction is complete when the auctioneer
announces its completion by the fall of the
hammer, or in any other customary manner, and
until that announcement is made, a bid may be
retracted.
d) Notice must be given in advance that a lot or sale
by auction is subject to:
i) A reserved or upset price; or
ii) A right to bid by or on behalf of the owner
or auctioneer, in which case the owner or
auctioneer, or any one person on behalf of the
owner or auctioneer, as the case may be, may
bid at the auction.
5. Until the fall of the hammer as contemplated in
Section 45(3) of the Act, any bid may be retracted or
declined by the Auctioneer if not compliant with the
regulations of the Consumer Protection Act.
6. The auction is not an absolute auction but subject to
reserved prices settled by the sellers and as pointed
out by the Auctioneer prior to the sale of the set
asset or lot.
7. The auction shall take place at the date and time as
advertised or publicised and will not be postponed
or delayed to enable any member or group of the
public to partake in the auction.
8. Should the Auctioneer become aware of any fault
on advertising material or any other publication
or amendment to these Rules of Auction, the
Auctioneer will prior to the auction point out
and when necessary amend such mistakes in the
advertisement or publication.
9. Any person attending the auction to enter a bid,
must prior to the auction register as a buyer on the
bidders’ roll and comply with the conditions as set
out in Chapter 1 of FICA 2001. The purchaser shall
sign the bidders’ roll/card.
10. Any person who attends the auction to enter a
bid on behalf of another person must be duly
authorised thereto by means of a written letter
of authority from its principal and such a person
together with his principal must both register prior
to the auction on the bidders’ roll and provide all
necessary information as required in Chapter 1 of
the regulations issued in terms of FICA 2001 with
regard to proof of its identity. The bidders’ roll/card
must be signed by such a person and on behalf of
its principal.
11. Where the principal is a company the letters of
authority shall appear on the letterhead of the
company together with a certified copy of a
resolution authorizing the person to bid on behalf
of the company. (For purposes of this rule any
reference to a company will include any reference
to juristic person including partnerships, trusts or
incorporated entities).
12. All purchasers have a right of inspection of all
goods put up for sale and the auctioneer shall
provide reasonable time and access prior to the
start of the auction for such an inspection.
13. All livestock, game and goods are sold “voetstoots”
and the purchasers do not enjoy the protection

of Section 55 and 56 of the Consumer Protection
Act.
14. Any information provided regarding the quality,
breeding, age, date of insemination, condition,
reproductive status or any information regarding
health, production or mass or any other aspect
of the livestock and/or game, is provided by the
seller and any misrepresentation by the seller is
without the cooperation or knowledge of the
Auctioneer. Any right of recourse as a result of such
misrepresentation shall be against the seller.
15. Any bid made does not include VAT which, where
applicable, will be added to the bidding price for
which a VAT invoice will be issued.
16. All sales are for cash and purchase price is payable
immediately to the Auctioneer on acceptance of
the bid unless otherwise arranged prior to the
auction with the Auctioneer. Any payment made in
cash is further subject to cash or any other handling
fees. Should the Purchaser however fail to make
payment within 7 days from date of delivery, BKB
will be entitled to add interest calculated at the
current bank prime rate plus 5% to the capital
amount outstanding. The interest will be calculated
monthly and capitalised.
17. Should the purchaser not pay the purchase price
immediately and has failed to make arrangements
for payment with the Auctioneer, then the
Auctioneer can/will cancel the sale and treat the
assets or lots as unsold lots which may again be
presented on the auction for sale or be sold out of
hand by means of liaison services, depending on
the seller’s mandate to the auctioneer.
18. Ownership in the lot or assets will remain that of
the seller until the purchase price has been paid in
full to the seller with the provision that the risk in
the assets or lot passes to the purchaser at the fall
of the hammer as set out in clause 23.
19. In the event that Purchaser has made necessary
finance arrangements with BKB, the Purchaser
hereby authorises BKB to pay the purchase price or
costs of transport, insurance and any other agreed
cost, minus BKB’s commissions, on behalf of the
Purchaser to the Seller and other service providers,
in which event the said payment by BKB on behalf
of the Purchaser will be deemed to be monies lent
and advanced, the terms and conditions thereof
being agreed with the Purchaser in a separate credit
agreement or sale agreement. All payments made
by BKB to the Seller on behalf of the Purchaser in
terms of this clause will be made after the lapse
of 5 (Five) working days from date of delivery of
the asset to the Purchaser. Any payment made by
BKB to the Seller prior to the lapse of the 5 (Five)
working day period is made at the sole discretion of
BKB and not an enforceable indulgence.
20. For as long as any amount is owing to BKB by
the Purchaser, the Purchaser may not, where the
assets are the subject of security of the Purchaser’s
credit facility with BKB, relinquish possession of the
said asset, nor may he cede the asset or any of its
rights and obligations in terms of this agreement
to a third party or otherwise encumber, sell or
dispossess the said asset or allow it to become the
subject of any right of retention, hypothec, pledge
or any encumbrance, whatever the cause thereof
may be. BKB may be entitled to cede its rights and
obligations without affecting its rights of recourse
for any monies still due to it.
21. In the event of the Seller already being indebted
to BKB or any of its affiliates at the time of this
auction, the Seller hereby irrevocably authorises
BKB to set off the purchase price due to the Seller
by BKB (minus BKB’s commission) against the
amounts due by the Seller to BKB.
22. Where BKB, in terms of a credit agreement, lent
and advanced monies to the Purchaser for payment
of the purchase price of any asset or payment of any
transport costs or insurance premiums, no defence
of whatsoever nature which the Purchaser may raise
against the Seller or the transport contractor or the
insurance company may be raised against BKB and the
Purchaser shall still be obligated to pay all amounts
owing, together with further interest and costs
thereon raised in terms of the credit agreement or sale
agreement, to be BKB. The conditions of this clause do
not interfere with the rights, entitlements or remedies
the Purchaser may have against the Seller, transport
contractor or insurance company.
23. Neither the Purchaser, nor the Seller, shall be
entitled to apply set-off or to retain any monies
owing arising from any claim they may have against
each other or BKB with regards to any amount
owing in terms hereof.
24. Each lot shall immediately after the fall of the
hammer deemed to be delivered to the purchaser
at which time the risk will pass to the purchaser
who will at his own risk and cost remove the lots
or assets from the auction terrain. Removal of any
assets or lots however will not be allowed by the

Auctioneer until payment of the purchase price
by the purchaser or acceptable arrangements for
payment thereof have been made by the purchaser
with the Auctioneer.
25. The Auctioneer will only be obliged to give reasons
of the auction if such reasons are other than the
voluntary sale of goods by its owners.
26. The bidders’ roll and vendor roll will be available for
registered buyers for inspection with written notice
and good reason during the normal office hours at
the business premises of the Auctioneer.
27. The rules of auction will only be read out at the
auction if they were not available to the public at
the place of business of the Auctioneer. In the event
of livestock and game auctions, the rules of auction
remain unchanged and are in general available at
the business premises of the Auctioneer or on the
website of the Auctioneer.
28. Under no circumstances will BKB be held liable for
any loss or damage of any cause whatsoever albeit
direct or indirect damages suffered by anyone if
the livestock and/or game at the auction premises
have to be placed under quarantine as a result of
the presence of a livestock and/or game disease
present. In such event BKB will have the right to
cancel the auction as well as any already complete
sales and no party will be entitled or have a right of
recourse against BKB.
29. Any party requiring permits, removal certificate,
documentation of identification or any other
statutory prescribed document will solely be
responsible for obtaining same. Any instructions
to an auctioneer with regards to the loading,
transporting, choice of transport contractors,
insurance or choice of insurers will executed at
the sole risk of the person acquiring such services
and the Auctioneer will not be held responsible
for any losses whether direct or indirect which
may be suffered as a result of giving affect to the
instructions by the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer
however does accept responsibility as contemplated
in Section 35(2) of the Consumer Protection Act
whilst the goods or lots are under control of the
auctioneer. Any agreement entered into by the
Auctioneer with a transport company or insurer is
done so in its representative capacity of the seller or
buyer. All transport costs or insurance premiums are
therefore payable to the Auctioneer in cash except
if acceptable alternative arrangements were made
with the Auctioneer.
30. Both the seller and the buyer consent to
the jurisdiction of the Magistrate’s Court as
contemplated in Section 45 of Act 32 of 1944
having regard to any action which the Auctioneer
may institute against the buyer or seller irrespective
of the cause of action. Notwithstanding the
aforesaid the Auctioneer will have the sole and
absolute discretion to institute action in any High
Court with appropriate jurisdiction.
31. Any legal costs that BKB may have or will incur as
a result of the non-compliance of the Purchaser
and/or Seller in terms of its or their obligations
herein, shall be recoverable by BKB, together with
collection commissions from the Purchaser and/
or Seller on a scale as between attorney and own
client.
32. No variation, amendment, novation or addition to
these terms and conditions will have the effect of
BKB renouncing any of its rights in terms hereof,
unless it is reduced to writing and signed by BKB.
33. No relaxation or indulgence by the Auctioneer must
be interpreted as a waiver of any of the Auctioneer’s
rights in terms hereof. Such relaxation or indulgence
must also not be interpreted as a novation hereof.
34. Should any condition be unlawful or become
retrospectively unlawful, that unlawful condition shall
be deemed to be amended to the extent and in the
manner as is necessary to make it lawful or should such
amendment be impossible, the unlawful conditions
shall be deemed devisable from the remainder of the
conditions and pro non scripto.
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